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SUfIMARY 

A paper by Oanossy and Nagy is discussed in wnich it was questioned 

whether interference would be observed in the probability distribution 

of a particle scattered by a scattering centre which can occupy two 

positions, but is at only at one of them at any given time. Some errors 

in this paper are pointed out. A paper by Mandel which shows that inter-

ference is expected in such an experiment from the viewpoint of classical 

physics, when tnr scattered particles are photons, is discussed. This 

discussion requires the use of classical optical coherence theory, some 

of whose resulrs arc derived. bince tho mvthod of alternating the scat-

toror discussed by handel is not practically realizeable, it is necessary 

to consider alternative methods. It is shown that two sinusoidally modulated 

optical shutters which are operated in anti-phase are not suitable for 

demonstrating the required effect. A method of doing the experiment 

which divides a light beam in two, and passes these beams in different 

directions through an electro-optic crystal which has an applied alter-

nating electric field, is described. To explain the method, a description 

of the behaviour of light in birefringent and electro-optic materials is 

given, a computer program is described which calculates the visibility of 

the fringes produced by two beams travelling through an electro-optic 

crystal in various directio:s, and an approximate expression for the same 

quantity is derived. It is shown that the required experimencal conditions 

can be approximately produced by passing a light beam through two pinholes, 

and a single elactro-optic crystal. The experimental sat-up is describ, 

and the method of' measurement of tho visibility is discussed. The 

experimental results are given, and it is shown that the required effect 

has been demonstrated. Finally, two possible applications of the experi-

ment are briefly discussed. 
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CHAPTER I 

I. INTRODUCTION 

anossy anc Nagy 	in a paper puLlished in lb5, discuss the 

problem o a particle scattered cy a scatterin' cont- re which is at one 

of two positions at any time, but never at both. They question whether 

interference is observed in the probability distribution of the particle 

in this case. 

II • A SUNNARY OF THE JANbSSY AND NAGY PAPER 

They consider first the case of a screen containing two slits, and 

a photographic plate which can be illuminated through the slits. There 

is a mechanical shutter in front of each slit. Tao shutters are 

initially closed, but one or other is opened at random. The photographic 

plate is developed after one shutter has been opened. Clearly the 

intensity distribution of the photographic plate is uniform - no inter-

ference is observed - since only one path has been open. 

It is impossible to formulate exactly the system described above 

quantum-mechanically. A simpler problem is then treated - the scattering 

of an electron by a 'split' proton. (It is not explicitly stated what 

is meant by a 'split' proton, but if the situation is to be analagous 

to the optical system first described, it would seem to be a proton which 

can occupy two positions, but is only at one of these at any given time.) 

The co-ordinates of the protons are denobeo by H, and those of the 
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electron by r. The Schrdinger equation is then 

- 	V2N- - !- L 	 (].. 1) 

I r the wave func ion 01 t 	proton is 	h) , chic Ljecowe 

- 	V' — 	1iLL d 	 ( .2) 

The proton's wave 1UncLLDn is nun writ con as a SijL 1  wove function 

±7 (R) == 	i [ b(-1) - 	(-.-)I 

where b is not the Dirac wave function, but a function wh c i differs 

from z;ru only over a small though finite range. Substitution of eq.(1.3) 

into eq.(1.2) gives the Schr6dinger equation for the scattering of the 

electron, and the solution shows interference. 

more detailed treatment of the problem shows that the solution 

is not quite so simple. 

The wave function of the electron and the proton can ce denoted by 

The Schrdinger equation then becomes 

The initial condition 

= 
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is imposed, where the be are, as before, narrow functions with sharp 

maxima. This corresponds to a proton around R, and an electron round 

r, with momentum .a• There will be scattering of the electron when it 

is in the vicinity oi one proton. 

Anohe: possible initial condition is 

)b = o) 	(—)- 	
)•/ 

solit' piuon is L sn Jesorihst by 

bo  

Free tn 1in6,ariy o Ln Scnr1dinger ecjuaion, obu soiu1Ofl to 

eq.(1.4) is just the superposition of the solutions with initial states 

erd 	. Hence, the solution for any time t may be represented by 

2(8,r. )
FX 

 

is the wave funcoion oF the electron and the procn. Ts 

probability distribution of the electron at a time t is found by averaging 

over the co-ordinates of the proton, giving 

This is su --- sbitued into eq. (1.5 ) oiuin 
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= 

Te cross-terms disappears when the diffusion of the wave-functiun 

and the effect of the electron on the proton are neglected. 

It is seen from eq.(1.7) that there is no interference in the prob-

ability distribution of the electron. 

There is some further discussion of this problem in the rest of Lne 

paper, but it will be shown in the next section that the previous argu-

ment is incorrect, so that the rest of the paper is not of interest. 

III. ERRORS IN THE DISCUSSION OF OANOSSY AND NGY 

The most obvious error in the quantum mechanics of the previous 

section is in the derivation of eq.(1.5) of the probability distribution 

of the electron wrien scattered my the proton. This should be found by 

finding first the probability amplitude q(r,t) given by 

b) 	 ) ciR 

for scattering off the first proton whicn gives ha pruhebility distribution 

p(r,b) as follows 

pCr, ) - 	 1 f (Li b) d. - 	 I 

The probaibiiity amplitude oh th e 	n 1ctru scattered ty tar 'spur' 

pro ton is then 
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(r1  0 =7 f( , + ) d 	= A dt -+ f 

and the probability distribution is given by 

(r 	) = f Q P dR 	I [ 	+ 2 e [J 	6. dR f d] 

There is, in general, an interference term in this distribution. 

This is contrary to the conclusion reached by Janossy and Nagy. 

There is ambiguity about what is meant by a 'split' proton. The 

wave functions in eq.(1.3) and eq.(1.8) describe a particle in a super- 

imposed state. 	This dues not mean, as seems to be implied, that the 

particle is switching randomly in time from one position to the other, 

but simply that if its position is measured it will be found to be at 

either one position or the other. Tee wave function of the scattered 

electron contains, at all times, terms which describe the effect of 

scattering by the proton at each of the two positions. 

The situation which is implied by analogy with the first section of 

the paper is one where the electron can be scattered from only one 

scattering centre at a given time. This requires the introduction of 

time dependence into the description of the scatterer. Such a treatment 

is given in the next section. 

IV. A qUAhTUM MECHANICAL DESCRiPTION INCLUDING TILOEPENDENCE OF THE 

POSITION OF THE SCATTERER. 

The electron's initial state may be denoted by Iwo and its final 

state by 	>. It gets to the final state by an through an interaction, 
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described by an operator U, 	probability amplitude being given by 

<' IV IY> 

Tu 	int:rection op.re. 	 L sCCCC 01 JH1C. 01311 

be separated into time-dependent and space-dependent parts, as follows 

VI  = J(fl g) -ç() 	 '2. 	1 (g-7) Tue) 

where Aland  R are the positions of the scatterers, and T1(t) and T2(t) 

vary in time, so that one or other is always zero. 

F the electron is scattered by the first scatterer, the probability 

amplitude is given by 

whore 	is the time taken for the electron to travel from the scatterer 

to r. 

The probability amplitude of the electron scattered by the second 

scatterer is 

= 

he total anpiLitude Ic teen 

-h 
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The transition probability is then 

Thuegi eitHr Ti(IJ  or  T2)  is aiseys zero fe any t, it is clear 

that T(L-) and T2(t-'t) can be both non-zero. Hence, the cross-term 

does not necessarily vanish, so that interference is in general observed. 

V. A CLASSICAL DESCHIPTION BY NANDEL 

In a later paper (2),  Mandel has shown that such an experiment per-

formed using photons is expected to show interference from the view-point 

of classical physics. He derived the important condition that the 

switching time of the scatterer must be less than, or of the order of the 

coherence time of the photons. This paper is discussed in detail in the 

next chapter. 

Sudarshan and Mehta have shown 	that there is strict equivalence 

between the statistical distribution of the radiation field calculated 

classically and calculated quantum-mechanically. Hence, both quantum and 

classical physics predict that the scattered photon distribution should 

show interference in such an experiment. 

This, tnen, is the experiment which has been performed, the particles 

used being photons and the double scatterer being produced by electro-

optic modulation of the light beam. 



CHAPTER 2 

I. OPTICAL CHERENCE THEORY 

The interference of light beans can be discussed in terms of classical 

optical coherence theory, so it is useful to summarise some of its 

definitions and results. The treatment that follows is fairly close to 

that of Born and Wolf 

10 

Any light signal may ee repreen tee ey ci rune bien V(s) , unere V is 

a real function which may, for example, represent the electric vector at 

a fixed point in space. This function may be written as a Fourier integral 

VTh 	f) coS)— 	1d P Li) 

with tnis function rriay be asociaced a 	 function 

00 

V) = 	(Y) expEL() — 	 (2.2) 

which is known as tte:. complex anelytic sicnal where 

V(b) 	V c&) 

Further, V(e) way be represented as 

00 

v?) f~(P) ty, P (-Zv ~ V t) d 

A 
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with 	(-)= 	() since V 	is real, 

giving tr(.') = 	a().expC(Y)j from (2.1) 

This may be written in the form 

V(E) 	AE) exp { A[E) - 2TPJ 

where A)j7V 	and 	() 	i2t -r tan(V/V) 

. 	A() exp  

When the light amplitude has appreciable values only in the frequency 

range AV wH:r 	V<V , Hen the integral has co:ponents only for low 

values o 

Hence A(E). ex 	(L)] 	is slowly vsryinj camp red with 

A two pinhole experiment can be discussed in terms or the complex 

analytic siqnal.InFig.(2.1) is shown a screen containing two pinholes, 

and a second screen. If the pinholes are illuminated, then the signals 

at P1  and P2  may be represented by v(P1t) and v(P2t). 

The average intensities at 9 and Pmay be represented by 

d 	
I (P3 = <V(P) ) VC P 

an 	
)> 

I(ft) = 

The signal at Q is the sum of the signals from P arid P and is given 

by 

V(Q 	v, V(s)  t -J + Kz V( )  b -) 



Fig.2 .1 

Fig. 2. 2 
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where t1  and t2, are the times taken for light to travel from P1  and P2  

respectively, to o, and K1  and K2  are inversely proportional to P1Q and 

are also dependent on the geometry, and are time dependent if the 

transmission of the pinholes is changing in time. They may be separated 

into time-dependent and time independent parts 

Td= oveoaE inL.nsi:y a 	ir:on jivIrl :r 

I() 	AJ 17  <C-bJ G(J 	 + 	k 

(2 .4) 

	

V 1 - 	 < ) 	_ VL)V(v-\V(V-)) 

I ki [u fi CCL L 	c osri wheco or: oronomission cL one ;Jinic)iIre cios not 

vary with time, when G1(t) and G2(t) are constant and may be equated to 

unity, the inLensity at 	is 

1(a) 	 <V1 (V-1)vft-)> -+ 

	

-& & < v(vv) V(- -J> -e 	Vt-- r 1 ) V(-v)> 

I r 	orr field is eeou:red 	jo 	aoiorery, i.e. VftJ is indopendo riL 

of the time orinen, end 	<V(V-1) v( i-  -)> 	depends only on the difference 

t1  - t2 , then 

( -4-,) V 	-')> - 

= 
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where I and 12  are the average intensities at P1  and P,,, and 

I() = ii T, i- U 	i- a Re- 1i 1k 	< ( t- ) V (L- br)> 

Too function 	 13 nuwn as a;u rutual coterencs of 

the vibrations 	
. 	

the vibrations at P1  being considered at a 

time v later than those at P , t being equal tot1  - t2. It is written 

- (v0V2*(L-+t )> 

The terms 1 kIl and k 12 clearly give the intensities at U which 

wouiJ be obbdinoci if only P1  or P2  respectively were open. Tnese may be 

written as I <' () and 	(U). 

fl() may be normalized, giving 

(:L('Z==F, (,Y-)  
1Iti) ,ft (J 

and the intensity et U then cecomos 

_ rl 
+ 	-- 	J? Jit Re. ['(')] 

The normalization condition ensures thsa ('(') . 1 , for by the 

Schwarz inequality 

1fV(b) V+t)d 	 fV(b+)V+)a' 

If the liiht used is monocnromatic, i.e. if the range of its spectral 

components, nV , is much less than its mean frequency 'P, then it is 

useful to write 
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ep [ L(o2C)) - iTtT1 

wnere 	c( 2 () 	 -t - 

Then 

I(aJ= ] i-I'* 2J 

In the same way as with eLH( 2.), 	't) 	and 	are vary slowly 

varying compared witd cos(21rv1:) 	and 	sin2flVb). 

The intensity of the light in the region of U thus consists of an 

almost uniform background, i1(u)+12(g), upon which is superimposed a 

sinusoidal intensity variation. The intensity maxima and minima near U 

are, to a good approximaLiori, given by 

The visibility of the fringes around 4 is givrn by 

r(Q) I 0,%  I 	 JIL 
+ 	 D+ 1(L1 

If the ratio of bh. contributions from P1  and P. is 

then 
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II. VISIBILITY OF FRINGES OBTAINED WITH MODULATED LIGHT 

The case where the transmission of the pinholes varies with time can 

now be considered. In the cases under consideration, G1(t) and c2(t) are 

either random in time as in Mandel's discussion, or fluctuating at 

frequencies much lower than the fluctuation frequencies of the light signal, 

so that the averaging processes over G   
and  62  can be considered to be 

independent of averaging over V. Thus eq.(2.3) may be rewritten as 

(-L-) V1  (-b) v(e—t:1) 

± k A,"<' 2(_t ca- &L-JV( t- LJ> 

<4'1ft-11) c 

4E  

Ifh avc:ai iterisii3 irbn:i a:J y 	pinnuis air 	sc 

Lhn 

so 	aLlhe inLnsiy at 

1(Q) = 	 t i:i 

A function 	 may as defined as 

(2.7) 
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1L(Q) 	KG (L ( (E)> [1U 	1 1 	f? [M 	- )' 2.(t) J 	(2.9) 

The visibility of the frins around t is man eitnar 

V () 	Re LfrL.)]. (' 	r 	 (2.10) 
+ j32 

	

— eC.M43.(')T\f'(Q) 	;c 	 is .josiLivQ 

or 	 - e. [1v1,, (,r-) IV( ) 	i 	('c) 	is 	.l]5 iV5 

R EILcti 

Again, it fo .]uss from the Scmerz inrua1ity, tnae 

1 

Thus the visibility is, in benoral, raducedey the modulation of 

the transmission of the pinholes. It will be seen that it is this change 

in the visibility which is of interest. 

III. INTERFERENCE OF TWO BEAMS NODULATED RANDOMLY IN ANTI-PHASE 

The system discusseo by Mandel is illustrated in Fig.2.2. A light 

beam is divided into two beams by the mirror pivoted at A in Fig. 2.2 which 

can be rapidly rotated through 450 to position AB or AC. If the shutter 
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is switched at random from one state to the other, it produces a modulation 

which can be represented by a real function G(t) taking the values 0 or 1 

at random. The switching of the shutter effectively produces two slits 

which can be considered equivalent to the two pinholes in the previous 

discussion. 

The rnoduJ.stion functions are then given by 

I — 

suc;3iv ii 	 L dLj ji:: J(t) iurtariL 

assumed tu :u uncuru1u:t , 	 avi 	scu hility his rihution 

- Lexp 
1- 	-r 

:e Tie 	 n 

15nc2, 

	

<U — 	)jZ> ). 

.4 	
= 	 ___<

c) 4 (1;•  
-L 

	

It nas seen snown by Rice 	that 

- 
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iE visliiiiy of tee frir _s in tris rose is then civen oy 

exp  

For a spec r II line of musuirn 	epa 

x  

The sriape of this function depends on she relative values of t, 60 ,  

and T. It can be seen that interference will be observed only if 

i.e. (i) the time delay between the beans must be loss than the coherence 

time,/?,of the light, (this is a general condition for the observation 

of interference) and 

(ii) the switching time must be less then tne coherence time. 

In Fiq.(2.3), Vm(Q) is plotted againet z for different values of 

the ratio A2. It is seen that as the oitc log time is 	c.,-Lased, the 
T 

visibility of toe fringes increases. The visibility is zero at zero 

pate difference, as tee lignt at this ruins mrs come from one or oters 

slit, out nevr huth. 

handel concludes by observing that the shutter need not be switched 

at random, nor must the modulation be rectangular, but that thceftct 

could be observed using sinusoidal modulation. 

V. INTERFEhEhCE OF TWO LIGHT aEhis FODULATED SINUSOIDALLY IN ANTI-PHASE 

Sinusoidally modulated light ray be produced by passing a light beam 

through an electro-o,itic crystal unica is placed between crossed polarisers, 



0,5 

A 
T=O 
T=O.1/ r. 
T= Aj> 

T=2,40 

_: 
0 

0 	 0.1 	 02 
AP 

Fig.2 .3 

1.0 

Es 
0 

41) 	 Ap 	 40 

Fig-2.4 
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and to which an alternating electric field is applied. If the incident 

light is descrie;d by v(t), then the output signal from such a system is 

given by p 	 unere p is a constant which is proportional to 

the amplitude of the electric field, and uj. is the frequency of the field. 

The two pinhole experiment can again be considered, with two such 

electro-optic shutters, one at each pinhole, operated in anti-phase. The 

modulation functions are, in this case, 

- p 5Yi(Lu,b) 

- 	p Cos (CO E) 

if the amplitudes of the oujulatine electric fields or: the same. 

The function Pj1 z) becomes, in this case, 

<p: 5j 4 0 s('-' 	* 

E) > <p r)>t 

The averaging can now be done by integrating over one period of the 

outilion, giving 

Re 1'1t 	- 

The visibility of the fringes is then given b/ 

V(Q) = 	jSi(w) I 	
H- 

In Fig.2.4, 1 (Q) is plotted against z for various values of 

It is seen rhac the visibility  gous to zero at zero path difference. 

Uith sinusoidal nodula:ien, beers is lighe saint transoitted at all times 

from each pinhole, except at the instant when Cos(4(:) and 5in(ob) are 



SM 

equal to zero, so that even at zero path difference, there are contri-

butions from both slits, so that interference should be observed. The 

disappearance of the fringes is then surprising, but can be understood by 

looking at how the intensity of the light varies in time when the path 

difference between the beams is around zero. The light intensity may be 

averaged over the period of the light and not over the modulation, and 

the intensity I(t,t) is then given by 

I(e, ) = LLI) S'u 	) + I 

+ 	5i(u 4 t). Ccs  

round '= 0, the Function Cos() - 2-11 	will vary oetw on +1 

and -1, so thaL the maximum and minimum intensities in tnis region are 

given by 

= 	 —t- 	 S) Cc's &4*-t'))Iy&1 

Ico5z(E~t)). JJj2
V)

f 	Cs(u(L-k)) 2()( 

If 	_ 	 2, so i at 	 , en  

	

monociiromac, so that 	'Lt') 	 — 	 1 

(II 

En 

I;. ' 	

1U) $(L) 	
oLjj,4t 	jySJtTLV(2L4)M.) 

In lade 2.1 are Divan t,-ie values of I, and I at different times in 
2 

the modulation cycle. During the first quarter cycle, I is larger than 

I2 in the second quarter cycle 12 is larger than Il during the third 

is greater than 12 and during the last 12 is larger than I. Clearly, 



4j; II  

o 

f!! '6'(0)I  
11. 

11 1 
2 

3 (i 	iLi.'[i' '-(o) ('+ i")tJi"tIy(c)l 

-I-i 

521 1(1(11 i) 	Tr'Jr (0)1 i1t1)-Jrri:1 (o) 
4 

(i) 

2 

7ii  

4 

Table 2.1 
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the maxima and minima of the interference pattern are reversed during 

alternate quarter cycles of the modulation cycle, so that the average 

intensities at the two positions are the same. TLe disappearance of 

the fringes at zero path difference is due to this effect. The reascn 

for the inversion of the fringe pattern is foun:, in the form of the 

amplitude modulation. When --he amplitude is given by p Sin()Mt), then 

it is seen that the phase of the light is reversed every half cycle of 

the modulation. This phase reversal occurs in both beams, but is delayed 

by a quarter of a cycle in one with respect to the other. Thus, some of 

the time, the two beams are in phase, and some of the time they are in 

anti-phase. When the two beams are in phase, then the intensity at zero 

path difference is a maximum, and when they are in anti-phase, the 

intensity there is a minimum. 

The requirement of the expe:iment is that only one of the two light 

paths is open at any time, This condition is approximately reproduced when 

the two light beams are sinusoidally modulated in anti-phase, though 

obviously there is an overlap in the open times or the two shueters. 

However the change in the visibility which is produced by the modulation 

is more significantly affected by phase reversal effects tnan by amplitude 

modulation - in fact the visi.:..ility could be changed by simply reversing 

the phase of tne light beams periodically, without any amplitude modulation 

at all. 

Hence, the required effect, though present when sinusoidal modulation 

is used, is combined with phase reversal erfects. It had been planned 

originally to do the experiment this way, and some work was done on the 

design of a Nach-Zender interferometer for this purp...se. However, a 
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better method was devised. Some discussion of the properties of 

electro-optic crystals is required to explain the method. This will be 

given in the next chapter. 
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I. THE BEHAVIOUR OF LIGHT IN RIREFdINGENT MEDIA 

The propagation of light can be discussed in terms of Maxwell's 

equations, and of the relations which describe the behaviour of materials 

under the influence of the electro-manetic field. (sea, for example, torn 

and Wolf 

Many crystals are non-conducting, and magnetically isotropic, but 

show electric anisotropy. In this case, the electric displacement D, is 

not in the same direction as the electric field E. The simplest case is 

that in which the relationship between 0 and E is given by a tensor 

oquation of thu form 

DK= 	GkZ€ 

where x,y,z r:fer to come set of co-ordinuto axes in nun crystal, 1< and 

1 stand for x,y,z in turn, ;.;nLl ne rc,, or,,, cnnutonns ot 	crystal. 

The niectric and rapn tic mnery dunsi tinu nra pionn ny 

WeJED = 
1T_ 

= 	LLH 
ir 	- 	cii I 

where B is the mngntic induction, and H is thn netnotic  vec:or. 

It can be shown 'chat the enerpy flux per unit volume is 

* 
41T 	 41TK 	 IT J 

is on in tiJ only if 

L 	E 	,Eecl 	= 	e (E.E - Fe  E) 
4it '< '3'rc Vj 

L.e.ç 	:z G 1  (E 	- E,EK ) = 0 
)cI 
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giving 

0 

T 	i 	ol55 0 S that 	gI 61 k for all I ,k. 

The Electrical nsrgy density can then be written 

We = L[E- ] 

0.1) 

6E'-- e,11  1 -t 
1311 	

Y 

rho co-ordinate system (x,y,z) may be rotated to (x',y ' ,z') so 

that the cross-terms in oq.(3.1) vanish, giving 

We = 	[ 	E, -t- 	+ E;- ] 	 (:3.2) 

The energy must be positive (or zoro) , isncc. th right-hand side of 

eq.(3.2) is the equation of an llipscid, whica may ha written 

2. 
G,<  EX2' -1-  E.1  E -i--  C--Z EZI= 	con 5h3.rb 

whore xt,yt,zt, ass now written x,y,z for convenience. These axes 

are known :S ohs principal di-slectric axes. Clearly 

D= 6, Ex 	D= 	E.?/ 	DL - 	
( t.) 

so that 

We =J_r+ 	+ Diz 
TT e, 	 e. 

The vectors L, U, 	H, U will be proportional so 	expCCw(' 	- 

for a monochromatic plane wave of angular froquancy w, propaqatod in tao 

direction S, with velocity c/n5. 

From i0XW21' s equations it can be sa:wn tb t 

and 20;; tness 

(d.4) 
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Thus D is perpendicular to S. This is true for any medium. In 

the case of a biref'ringent crystal (one showing electrical anisotropy) 

eq.(3.4) can be written 

vi5 S (E.S) 

where 0. is susLitutod from eq.(.3). 

Putting s = 1, S = m, ano s = n, then eq.(3.5) can be manipulated 

to give 

2. 	
x V=

11  
	, 	 VF, 

fLz 	 V 5  

cq.(:.L) becorn:r 

V  0 	 .7) 

5flL E3C . ( . j ii[5 C58S 

vx 

Eq.(t.3) is 	ussus is sus1 	is 	su 	 t, 

arL. two 5110WE30 p.: 	V5].005 LiZ s. 	r:-:c is L :L 	L--- z say ha fsnh 
S y  

subsritution into eq.(3.5), and corresponding ratios for 0, may be found 

from eq.(3.4). Thus, in an anisotropic medium, two monochromatic plane 

waves of different linear polarization and different phase velocity can 

travel in any given direction. 

There is an interesting relationship between the ellipsoid and the 
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allowed velocities and polarization directions. This can be demonstrated 

as follows. 

The elactric enrgy donsity is given by 

	

- 	r3.  

	

We = 	 + 	j- 

01: cr 	HH onery aonsity 

	

+ 	- 
6C 	61( 	ez. 

For a waua ravtliIb in a diroction 3 uita Jirccion cosins I ,n,n 

with allowed polarization directions 0' and D" , it can be seen tnat these 

niusa satisfy  

	

bum vectors .L 	Do a Aone norrial to 3. 	 ICY oust stiofy 

eq.(3.9), they must be radii of bh ellipse which is the inbers1ion 

	

of that lano and t 	ellipsoid. They must also satisfy eq.(3.4) 

= - 	[E - c(• E] 

This con to written 

—&L-- (eP+ 	*P 

This condition is satisfied by the two vectors which ara tine semi-

axes of the ellipse which is the intersection of' the ellipsoid and the 

plane normal to S. This is shown as follows. Let 0 be one of the semi-

axes. Then 
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If it is a semi-axis, it must be either a maximum or a minimum. 

Its direction can be found using Lagrange's method of undetermined 

multipliers. Introducing two constants,?,, end 2, a function F may 

he constructed such that 

F = 	 - 

+ zrl-t. 
,1+ _C] 

Le 	&1 	El 

The sond.::.t.on roe 	L<res. 'JeIUL of F is Lhh 	E 
?D, 	aD,. 

should vanish, i.e. 

D -LO 
(tGK C-Ir- .iu) 

lhultiplyin dv D,D, and 0 respectively and adding, 

D't 	= 0 

Again, multiplying by l,m,n and adding, 

substituting for ?, and A, into eq.(3.113) 

-r2.rr 	I i\ 	N D 	AJi- eLeE 	 4PZ 
CLc 	 GA 

This is the same as eq.(3.4), if 

- _tt 
C 

Thus, the tee ei:eetiane 0' and 0 are- tie ceo- i-axis c tea elipea, 

and 	tea v-Led ti-e V 	g)  Ore rop:.eti -orei to the lengtes ot too semi
hS  

- 

axes. 
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Now an ellipsoid is constructed 

:11 
G 	y 	E 	 (t.i1) 

wbich is similar to Lus ellipsid (.h), cub with all its dimensions 

multipliud by a factor 	. Is ellipse formed by the intersection of 

this ellipsoid wits tn p1 n 	ior,sl to S and passing througn the origin, 

has also semi-axes in the directions D' and D' but their magnitudes are 

now gioen by 

For most mutirials , 	I , hurics 	lire s of teuso uxos :r now 

equal to !9 	S. 
VII, 	V' 

Eq.(3.11) is tnuwn as thu index ellipsoid, or the ellipsoid Of wave- 

normals. If it is known, then the allowed vibration directions, and the 

associated phase velocities, can be found for any direction OF travel 

in the medium. 

The index ellipsoid is often written 

/_+;. 	1_ 
V 2 	fl'- 	11 

wnere n1,n2,n3  are known as the principal refractive indices. 

If lioht travels in the direction of one of the axes, it can be seen 

that the allowed vibration bisections are in the directions of the other 

axes, and that the phase velocities are given by n  , where the n   are 

the appropriate principal refractive indices. 

Any wave travelling through a birefringent mediun will be effectively 

resolved into two polarization components, which will travel with different 
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velocities. A linearly polarised wave will, in general, become elliptically 

polarised, and an elliptically polarised wave will have its ellipticity 

changed. 

There are two directions for which the intersection of the ellipsoid 

and the plane normal to the direction of travel of the wave, becomes a 

circle. This is a property of an ellipsoid. This will be shown in the 

next section, and an expression for these directions will be found. 

These directions are known as the optic axes of the medium. A wave 

travelling along an optic axis will suffer no change in polarisation. In 

some materials, there is only one optic axis. 3uch media are called uni-

axial. Materials with two optic axes are caled bi-axial. 

II. THE BEHAVIOUR OF LIGHT IN ELECTRO-OPTIC MEDIA 

An electro-optic material is one whose index ellopsoid is changed by 

the application of an electric field. Of interest her is the first-order 

effect, where the ellipsoid may be represented by 

4-- 	1 	*- %(c) ,z)  E )  
y\IL 	i,i 

= (E E EL). (x f- z 2'z 	x -cj2  113 

IL -r2  't;.3 



Me 

and E 
x 	y 	z 
, E , and E are the components of the electric field, while the 

r ij 
. are constants of the medium. Many of the r. . 

1J 
vanish, and others 

are equal to one another, depending on the symmetry of the crystal. 

The material which is of immediate concern is Ammonium Di-hydrogen 

FOO:1Ob 	( 	P) , 'or i 	.1 o a car- s Lanto vnisH cxcapL ' 

'C 3 . 

-onca0o 	dax 	poLd Of L) oiL: on ri: ric fiir: 	apaii•1i, in 

+ 	- & E V  -- 	-z -1-  
r- 	 V1??—  

	

rit since i'or 	
'1 	

ci2, thu LliIisrLJ furtLica siapliliur to 

± - 	4 	- 	 .- 	 z- 	+ 
 3_ 	- 	4? 

III. THE ALLUdED JIJrAIIUN DihUCiluhU Add AUUUCI; ED 	LUCITILU Fad NY 

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL OF LIGHT IN ANY BIAEFRINGENT NEDIUP1 

A complete description of the behaviour of a light wave travelling 

through an electro-optic medium is obtained by finding the two allowed 

vibration directions and the associated phase velocities for that wave 

direction. If the initial polarization of the wave is known, then its 

state after travelling a given distance through the medium can be found. 

If the wave is travelling in a direction 8, with direction cosines 

1, m, n, then the allowed vibration directions and associated phase 

velocities are given by the directions and magnitudes of the semi-axes of 

the ellipse spo-cified by the equabions 

E = 1 (3.l4)(a) 

5 = 0 5 	 (3.14)(b) 
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where the first equation is the equation of tha index ellipsoid, and 

S = 0 is toe plane normal to S and is given by 

5 = £ + rrvy ± 	0 

T"-,u index ellipsoid equaLin may be written in tho rem 

As+ B'j-4- Cz'+ 2.Fx'1 * JLcj'.jz -- 	 ± 

(t.i) 

The semi-axes of the ellipse (3.14) may be found by rotating the 

co-ordinate system, x, y, z to x', y', z', such that eq.(3.14(b)) becomes 

ZI 	S 	0 
(3.1 ') 

so thaL tn: equation o LHo ollips io now 

A'x' -t-  B" 	i 

To euni.Ludos Ot 	 ax,-_s dOS 	i8fl tJr end 111-131- , and Let: 

directions are the directiuns of the x'- and y'- axes. 

This rotation may be represented by a rotation matrix, and the 

matrix is found in two steps as follows: 

(i) The co-ordinate system (x, y, z) is first rotated to a system 

(x", ylt,  z") such that z" is in the direction S. The directions of xu 

and y" can be chosen arbitrarily, and are taken here so that the rotation 

is in the xz plane. 

The transformation can be expressed as a matrix equation 
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Eq.(.14(b)) becnmes 

z" - 0 	 (.17) 

and if eq.(3.14(a)) is transformed, and eq.(.5.17) is substituted into 

it, it L:COInBS 

A )IIt 
~ 	+a C 

wnere 

A = 	+ B - 

L(A 1 -- B-- )-ct)I(l 4 )J 

- 	 - 	 .-. C( - n) 

#C - 	h 

(ii) The co-ordinate system (x", y', Zh1) can now, he rotated to 

(x', y', z') where z' = z", and eq.(3.14) becomes 

+ 13")"1 - i 

MS tnis rotoioi ic 	JOLt1: z-oxis , which 	 Jn clj aaceLi  

tao rotation of x and y" naa 	cr±Lrad 	If aiaee or.. :o:oL.d rdro 

an angle 9, then the rotation natrix is of the form 

xl 
	

Cc's 9 	)IL 

-Cc,5 9 
	

S1n8 

Thus, tne relationship between the two co-ordinate systems may be 

written 
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(
l) 

where qII . 	 1 	 (t.2o) 

The values of q11 and q12 must b sun, that when eq.(5.19) is 

transformed to the system (x', y', z'), the co-efficient of the term 

x'y' is zero. Tiis co-efficient is 

C q11. 	' 	q2. - 	C' ( 	- 	 - 0 

This is a Ljuadraic 	uat- ion in q11, (or q12) so that q11 may be 

found in terms of q12 , giving 

I. [(B' - A') ± JB")2-. IeCUJ q1 
C" 

The two volues occur oecausci x' end y' may be intcrcoangd. The 

positive value is chosen here, so that 

_L [(B"- A') + T7A 	t 44~~] q. 
2C" L 

L 
[(Bit _All) t J  

LrflC3 

3 	osthis 	0 0 

of two directions. Again the positive direction is chosen. By substitution 

into eq.(3.20), q11 is then obtained, and is 

(8"- A")  

(A"- B')+ 8C"-- A t 3"- ,") 4 (p"-8-- 7+.c'4 
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Finally therefore, the transformation from x,y,z to x', y', z' 

can be rapresented by the equation 

x' \ 	fq) 	—q2. 	0 

'1' I == Iji1. ctu 	0 

\0 0 

—eq 	!) \ 
I 

(3.22) 
(g12 _ 	 q1 

yn 	 v-i I k 7- 

This equation may be written 

= 

where (1 	
y x 

, in , n x 
	y 
), (i , in , n y ) and (i 2 , in Z , n 

Z ) 
are the direction 

x  

cosines of the x'-, y'-, and z'-axes respectively. 

Th equatiun or tt ellipse (3.14) becomes 

- 	8i + Cv 	+ -Z Ft Y y-i 

Thus, the allowed vitration directions which we may denote by X 
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and Y, are in the directions of the x- and y-axes, and the phase 

velocities V and V (say) or waves polarised in these directions are 

given by 

= 	iIA PA' -,- 13n 	- 	ni 	 4- 	 .HrQx] 

- 	 Vfly * Cv 	-i-  2 2.1 	-1- 	 fly t 	 2M1 

wliE,rtr  c is Lii vulociby oi lijhb in \Jcuurn. 

IV. THE OIrECTIONS OF THE OPTIC AXES IN h BIREFRINGEhT hEDIUf 

It was previously stated that there are two directions of travel 

in the crystal for whicri the ellipse of eq.(3.14) is a circle. Ti-,is 

[iii 	JiOfl 

C tt 	O 

Ui.'i 	ii 	L, 	fl 	fl1 	 U:iUfl 

..YnL  -4 fl •  

- 

will, in genoral, be complicated, but it is interesting to consider the 

case where F=G=H=O, i.e. where the co-ordinate system has axes in the 

directions of the principal axes. Cq.(3.16) gives 

Av-  # 6 t1 	 -- c---)  
+ yy 

= 0 	 (3.24 
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From eq.(3.24) it is seen that either 1, m, or n must be zero. 

c-:we n = 0, ii: is F,,--'inc; t.i 

£ 	±- (C - A 	 A 

These will ca r2d1 only IL"' Ho: 

Similar solutions are obtained by putJng 1 = 0 and m = U. Unly 

one of these sets of solutions will give real veluus for te direction 

cosines of the optic axes. The real solution depends on the values of 

A, 3 and C. 

The optic axes, then, lie in the plane of the principal axes of 

greatest and least principal indices, and 'the angles, 0 	and 0 max 	mm 

made with these axes are given by 

Cos 4'M?v = 1
--VI-.1 

'4 - AX 

CO64 i,r4 	r -L. 

/2- 

(3.25) 

and 

5 i PNA? - CO5 

where n 
max , n mt 	mm

. , n 	are tee principal refractive ind 	max 
ices, n 	being 

the greatest, n 
mm 	 m 

being the least, and n.
t 
 being the intermediate. 

It can be sr'own that if two of the principal refractive indices are 

equal there is only one optic axis, and it is in the direction of the 
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roisining principal axis. If, for example, A=B, then eq.(3.23) becomes 

(I - 	-+ 	 - 

uoich is sstisfisj only if n2 	1, unless AC. Thus, the optic axis is 

in the z-direction. 

When A=B=C, the medium is isotropic. The ellipsoid becomes a sphere 

and the intersection of any plane with it is a circle. All waves have the 

same phase velocity. 

V. THE RATIO OF THE TRAPSFiITTED TO INCIDENT ANPLITUDE OF A WAVE WHICH 

HAS TRAVELLED THROUGH A POLMAISER, SIREFRINGENT NDIU1N, AND ANALYSER 

If a crystal is used which has parallel faces separated by h, th 

normal N to the faces having direction W, with direction cosins 

is then the distanes ravelisd by a wave in tns direc3ion 5, with direction 

cosines 1 9  m, and ri, is 

where y is the angle between 3 and N, and is given by 

C05 Lf) 	- 	- 	-t-  V-1 '( 

If tn.s ligb is. polsrisod 2y a poisriser unose direction is given by 

a unit vector P, teen tne polarization P of a wave travelling in the 

direction S is given by the projection of P onto a plane normal to 5, and 

is 

wn cc )( is a noreelisation co-efficion, incroduced so tneb P is a —s 

unit vector. 

The light travelling through the crystal in the direction 5, and 
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polarised in the direction P s , is resolved into components in the X 
— 	 - 

and Y directions, which are 

whre Alcod Iffy are rrormalizetion co-efficients. 

The two components travel with velocities V 	
y 

x and \I , and their 

phases after trav•:llinq through the crystal are given by 

bJ0000 j is th. anoLilLeC frquency of toe light 

It should be noted that when the two components emerge from the 

crystal they will travel in different directions, because they have 

different refractive indices. However, in all the cases to be considered 

here, the difference between the two refractive indices is much less than 

the values of the refractive inuices, i.e. 

<< 
V 	V 	 'J >  VI  (3.27) 

so that the oifference in the uirctioiis in which tiemurgntbeams 

travel will be neglected. 

If a second polarizer is placed after the crystal, with polarization 

direction Q, then the two components are resolved slung a direction 

given by 

Q5  = L(Q0-Q0) - 

where Ma  is a nnrniolizotion 	co-a fricient. The 	resolution of the componenbo 

in the X and V directions gives 
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(j == (f,)() 

If the incident amplitude is given by 

A0  Swwe 

tCn 1;: 	 CL 	tJij LJJ8 iiV ry 

Ar  — 	A. ( 	)(-c) Si (WE tS) 

('15) s(.k-') 

Evaluation of eq.(3.23) gives bhe amplitude and pncs 01 	light 

transmitted by any olectro-optic crystal where only first-order effects 

are important, for any direction of travel in the crystal, any applied 

electric field, and any polariser and analyser directions, subject to 

the approximation in eq.(3.25) 

VI. THE INTERFERENCE PRODUCED BY TWO LIGHT BE/NS TRAVELLING THROUGH A 

Z-CUT CRYSTAL AT PARTICULAR ORIENTATIONS, AND WITH AN ALTERNATING 

LLECTRIC FIELD APPLIED TO THE CRYSTAL IN THE Z-DIRCTION. 

The case to be considered here is that of an ADP crystal with faces 

cut perpendicular to the z-axis, and with an electric field applied in the 

z-direction. From eq.(3.13) it is seen that the index ellipsoid in this 

case is given by 

Lz. ± 	± 	 'ç,E1  

'fr1 - 	rt - 	v3 



If such a crystal is placed between crossed polarisers, a light 

wave travelling along the z-axis will not be transmitted by the second 

polariser, as in this case, the optic axis is in the z-direction. When 

EZ  is not zero, however, the crystal becomes bi-axial. The principal 

axes of the ellipsoid are now in tne directions x', y' and z' where Z t  = 

z, and x' and y' are at 
450  to x and y. This can be seen by substituting 

_z 

into eq.(3.26), giving 

+ç,Ej-4-- 'iJ._- 'r' E) - 

n 	I • 53 , coon', = 1.43 	. 	nc 	 is posi Live 
1 	 U 

L > L(t_ 	 AI.(1± 	
a) 

	

so thc optic ce3 ii 	in cc y'z pLane, 	n 	cni.es 4 uii: 

z-axis given by (from eq.(3.24)), 

- 

When r. E is negative 
03 Z 

L
I. 
	

-+- 
' 	EL) Y.   Er.) -, 

so the optic axes are in tee x z' plane, end make nb s'--m angle 4, with 

the z-axis. 

If an alternating electric field, LSint, is applied to the 
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crystal in the z-direction, and two waves are passed through the crystal, 

one in the yz plane, and the other in the xz plane, and each making an 

angle 0 with tna z-axis whore 

= 
'1 

then when SIflUMt = 1 toe first wave will not beanseitted, while some 

of the second will, and when 3m 	b = -1 some of the first wave will be 

transmitted while some of the second will not. This suggests a method 

of amplitude-modulating two beams in anti-phase. It is, therefore useful 

to find the time variation of the amplitudes of the two waves. 

The olliproid oeuation OC 08 LJriOton 

Cz 	i 

where ZN = r.E 	o = /ri, and C = I/Y15 
Z '  

The direction conies of the two beams ore 

2 - VY."0 	 JTL 	- 

£2.  - 0 	 0<. 

The ellipsoid con br transformed, using the trans fornotien motrix 

(3.22). It is seen that C" is zero for botn beams, oecause aitner 1 or 

m is zero. The matrices become 

0 	 0\ 	 0 	0 

— 0< 	 0 	 CL n cL 	C) 	—°( 

0 	ci/ 	 \O 	J3 
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Lot the diracions of ne two polarisers be P and Q, iven b'y 

- 	 - 

where i = 	
era unit vectors in `.nL x unt y diroctions. 

It will be seen later that for practical values of the electric 

field (3 4< t, hence 

4 

(f52.. 	_) (• 9sL) 

wierc X1Y1 end -22 
oro he a Llowed jid ruticn dirucbiooe ior Lh two urvos, 

and Ps 1 
Qsl end Ps Q 	are their initial and final polarization directions. 

The phase velocities associatea: with these polarization directions 

em omen ay 

vx~ = A(i - L) 	 Ah(I+i-t C 

— A(- 	 An(A)-r ce 

Te eronsal en r:ii wo w or 	.0 OuflO 'n  

A, = A0 Su-i 	 Co5 ( W- -  f - 

iArr 	 C05(w 	+) 
2 
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where 	 ]' X7' Y2 are given by 

LSL- 
"XI  

— 

n: 	n 

	

'uj 	VI end 	Le 	ri:IiuJ: S 
0 

Because L<< I , 	he quantities 	j. 	, , 	1. ,L ery be expressed as 
VKI v, I 	V% 	V,  

—— 
— 

/ z 
± = 

iç 
i—  

2 tP 
, 

V1_ 	L 

Teur D5S 	Luff enrs 	- enD 	(S > 

A (~~ rL[  

JA L 

if I3tA is neglected. 

From eq.(3.24), it Is seen that 

P2. 	
1i7-- y•I31 

A0 
a' 

The quantities 	 and 	 tec on, e 
a 

- 	 = 

a 

Thus th 	ranemiteJ amplitudes are, 	f 	 < 1 

AT 	
A.  

J 

4 	 -1- ] COS (W 
o 
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AT2. = 	Aa  5 to 
LoL 

The amplitudes may be 2xpce3sed as 

A-r, - A ( I 't-  SW' t4b) Cos 	--i-  ) 	= 	6). A Cos(c.*4  ) 

-A ( — 5Lvw.,0 CCw-4) 	 A Cos (W'- t) 

The tra nsribtad intuns±ties e r u 

= 	AL (I - 	 c0? (- -t s) 

If' w >>L)N , tSufl b1558 intnsi bias nay so avro Jet ovr Lj, .nJ bay 

be corn E 

TLisa quanitios con o 0005: ] : o o so sano 	trrsoiissirn (unotoons 

of snutters which are placed in the two beams. They are shown in Fig.3.1, 

where it is seen that the situation is fairly close to the ideal casu, 

as the overlap between the two shu :ters is quite small. 

Finally, boa c!ucnbiby 	a(t) , car be voluobot fec this cuen, and is 



Amplitude 

AP' 

FIG..1 

2 
Ct -4 

FIG.. 2 
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( 

This i uhoun in Fig.(-J.2). 

If the two beams are superimposed, The int:.rfarenc fringes produced 

will vary in visibility as tne path difference beThoon The beams is varied, 

vrTh..riun J eli: 	 cc The ver1Eiuri of 	(t) . 	Tee valu nt 

C 	z 0 is .Th3. 

Thus, if two beams are passed through an ADP crystal as specified 

in this section, it should be possible to observe the required effect. 

VI. THE INTERFERENCE PRODUCED BY TWO LIGHT BEAMS TRAVELLING THROUGH THE 

ADP CRYSTAL WITH APPLIED ELECTRIC FIELD 

In the last section, the behaviour of two light beams travelling 

through the crystal in two particular directions was examined, and an 

expression obtained for the visibility of the interference fringes produced 

by the superposition of two such beams. 

It is of interest to examine whe eappans wean The jeans are not 

travelling exactly in these directions. For reasons which will be clear 

when the experimental set-up is described, it is particularly interesting 

to examine what happens when the angles between the two beams and the x-

(or y-) axis are equal, but the angles made by tnem with the y- (or x-) 

axis are varied. 
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A computer program has been written which evaluates I1 ,(u) for two 

beams travelling in various directions. 	Appendix I). 

The quantities 

(fl'S •)( . 5) ) 	()( L 	), 	 Si  

are evaluated for nicen velues of 1, in, n, r, E , P , 
z 0 0 

These quantities vary in time if the electric field E is time-

varying. The transmitted amplitude for a given electric field strength 

can no written 

AT 

 

A. £4, 5ii (w + 	(e) 	- A061.51h (w -t 

The bee nurnibtoci 	a 	pilbude 	of a 	S: cnd team can 	ii written 

A.1-2 
 A. GLAd. Sin (LJ 	)(() 	+ 

IV 
A0  C(t) Sin (Wt --(- 

these; Lao beeris are supurir:iponed with a path difference ct between 

thorn, the total amplitude is 

AT 	AT, -i-A1- 

2. 
tb; iii: HSLLV i.e I = 

The intensity can be averaged over the optical period 2,11, tar during 

this time G1(t) and 62(t) can be considered to be constant because the 

modulation frequency is much less than the light frequency. This gives 

lAw Cia)+ 'O-) + 

Cos(S- 	) -t- 	4ft+t)4:(t) C05  

t 	4 	)6(F+t) Co(uj + 	+ a C4:0-) ('C) Cos (w 	-S) 

U 

q, () 6,(V +z,) s bi t + 6 1  -6x) * 	( ) 	Co 	 3 • 32) 
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This canbe then averaged over the modulation period, to give the 

intensity which is to be obsrved at a given path difference. Interference 

fringes are obsarved, with the seperation betwuan maxima being given by 

LCL = CCVL  vj 
(4-) 

The visibility of tue frin:jss arounb t = U is 

4, iel 
t 

whre 	 <q(E) q,,tO C05(5A,— cL) -- £(.t) 40 CbS (6'1 I -SyL) 

C) Cos ( 	s) -- ': 	C" (0 (o 	- 

112. 	 1. 

and 	<C1(b) -t- 	-)'> = <42) + £ L) ± çLv) -t-  c4L-) 

Each of b use quunitius  is ova lustd e ii 	5 p:L.Jrus by auuajnq 

the unaveraged quantities for nineteen different values of Ebint between 

+E 	and .-E z , and than addinr those values. 
z 	 - 

In this way, a value fur M(n) can be found for different wave 

directions. 

VII. AN  APPROXIhATE EXPRESSION FOR THE TRAN5VITTED TO INCIDENT AMPLITUDE 

OF A LIGHT WAVE TAAVELLING THROUGH A BIREFRIhGENT VtUDIUI 

An approximate axpression for the ratio of transmitted to incident 

amplitude of a wave travelling through a birefringent medium can be 

found in terms of the angle made sy the optic axes and by the wave, with 
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the crystal. 

From eq.(3.29) it is sen that the transmitted amplitude depends 

on the angle between the polariser and also the analyser, and the 

allowed vibration directions, and on the pnase velocities of th two 

components. It is necessary to find approximate exressions for each of 

these quantities. 

(i) An expression for the allowed vibration directions is found as 

follows. 

The allowed vibrations are denoted by N1  and 2' the wave direction 

by 5, and the optic axes by 01  and 0.. Th.i ellipse E, formed by the 

intersection of the plane normal to 	with ho index ellipsoid intersects 

the circles which are the intersections of 01  and  02  with the index 

ellipsoid, in directions which are denoted H1  and 	The lengths of 

the radii H1  and 
2 
 are equal, as can be seen from eq.(3.18), since the 

direction cosines of the optic axes are always of tHe form (1,0,n) (-1,0,n) 

or (0,m,n) (0,-m,n) etc. It can be shown that the semi-axes of an ellipse 

are the internal and external bisectors of the angle between any two 

radii of equal length. Hence N and N2  are the bisectors of the angle 

between H1  and R2. 	
l 
 is perpendicular to S and 01  so that it is normal 

to the plane containing 9, and 0,. Similarly R
2 
 is normal to the plane 

containing S and 	The planes (3,01)  and  (5,02) intersect the ellipse 

E, in radii R and R which are perpendicular to H1  and fl2' 	as shown in 

Fig.(13.3). N1  and 
2 
 are normal to 9, so that the planes (N1, 5) and 

(N2, 5) bisect internally and externally the angles between the planes 

(8,01) and  (9,02). 

The principal axes of the crystal are labelled x', y', z' with 



N 

ml 
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the optic axes being coplanar with the z-axis, and the wave direction 

S having direction co-in-s 11 , 111 , n', and the angle between the optic 

axes, and the z-axis eain (3 . The wave directions and the optic axes 

can be represented in ewo diarnsions as in Fie.(3.4), where a direction 

is represented by its direction cosines 1' and m'. The projections of 

the allowed vibration directicis on the xy plane can also be represented 

as follows. 

The intersections of the planes (2,o1) and (5,02)  with the x'y' 

plane are given by the lines AP and -JP. The planes (N1,3) and (N2,S) 

then intersect the xy plane in the lines X and Y, which are the projections 

of N
l  

and N2  on no x'y' lane. Uihen 	l',m', and the allowed 

vibration directions N and N7, waich are perpendicular to 3, ore almost 

normal to the z-axis, and mnc treir projections on the x'y' plane may 

be used instead of their true directions. 

It is required 'then to find the direction cosines of the lines 

and 

The slopes of the lines AP and BP with respect to the t'axis are 

bYt 	 2. 

(3.33) 

In Appendix II, it is shown that the slopes of the bisectors of 

* Note: The axes are denoted by x', y',  z rather than x, y, z, because 

when the case of ADP is discussed, the axes are tee principal axes of 

the ellipsoid, and not the crystal axes as specified in  

and as used in section VI. 



these two angles are 

M1. 	— 	 — 

yn-- WL 

+ sJ( 	 t+ 	) 

* 

where X has slope M, and V has slope [. 

Substitution from eq.(3.33) gives 

1. 
- 

- 	
PM17 	+ 	 i+ 

The direction cosines (ix,  m) and (ly t m) of tno vibration directions 

are found from the slopes as follows. 

I 	= 

11t 	Sw = 	 Cos 
(.) 

IL 	13 nscsss r 	:;u 	uLo 	, 	.:nbiL33 	
• in eq.(3.29) 

In the case of interest, the polariser and analyr directions PO  and 

are qiven by 

- i-- !— i9 
— 
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where i' and j' are unit vectors in :ho x' and y' directions. 

Uhon 1' and rn' ore small, it can be shown from aq.(t.26) and (3.28) 

) 
In cis case 

- 	U * 	 = 

	

-- 	J 

Honce 

. (Q- w) 

SOLOS ass tiocturs ors orthohonal, it e sen that 

2.lt 

q.(3.22) 	1 C2 F 1 	o ass 

(E- 	 Cos (t -I- 
,A0 	 2_ ) 	 (335) 

(i -m2) can be found from eq.(3.34), Putting 

1 
P 

- 	p - 
[?(Pti- t  - - ?J -t 0)JY2 

_ 	a 
t(PtQ - 

••. 
	2. P 	- - 

(pa+Q22. pJ5çz 
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Multiplying this on top and the bothcH hy (P Q-- PJ) 

it becomes 

£'—- [- 
(PZ.rQl) - 

which reduces to 

2. 
 - _ 	= 	- _t _ — OX 	 )L 4. W' 

(3.36) 

(ii) Approximate expressions for the associated phase velocities are 

found as follows. 

Eq.(3.7) may be written 

-A)(J-C) - 	(r_A)kf- 6) 	0 

where A, L3, C are ti-; invurse squares oi Itie pL'iflC1:2i inulCOs, die 

m' , nT are the direction cosines oc 	wave direction, and VP  is 

one of the phase velocities. This is a quadratic equation in v and 

has Solutions 

± ![ 
1
(&+C) 4 	 Q+ n( 	— (tC + 

Teir CSL be re- arreii;C, 	be ee teuious al. era, intj 

C) C05  
(3. :7) 

seers 01 and 82  are the unqies 	tweenuvu tiuect-on 2 end the optic 

axes of the crystal, and are civen by 
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(0519 1  = 	rn 5iv1 -i- v Co5-4' 

C059z. = —tT5w4) -i- v Cos 1- 

where -i.' is the angle between the optic axes and the z-axis, and where 

the optic axes Lie in the xz pleno, 	it given by 

Sw'.'4' - 
r- -A 

CoS Mi -rc 

from  

To evaluate do oLiantity S-Sx  in 	it is necessary to 

find which of th so velocities is a ;uiaLOo uith the allowed vibration 

direction X, and which with Y. 

This can he done in the case of ADP, by considering what happens 

to the optic axes as the electric field is reduced to zero. The optic 

axes become closer to tHe z-axis. One of the bisectors is then the 

radius of the circle normal to the optic-axis, and the other is perpen- 

dicular to that radius. The values of V 	n this case are given by 

2. 
= 	![(A + c4 -- (Pb. - C) Co5  L2 &)] 

Clearly, v 	corresponds to tee oie.ctor U :iCe is ----------- -- LS cit te 

P+ 

circle, since the length of this eel: is us t n1, o 	= 

The radius which is the intersection of the ellipse E and the circle 

normal to the z-axis, is perpendicular to the plane (z,S). Thus, this 

radius corresponds to the line X in Fig-(3.5). 

Clearly, when the electric field is applied, the allowed vibration 



diracbion X robaoa t 	.s SHown ii 	..5), u 	 abill 

corresponds to X and v p+ to Y. 

	

- 	- 
2 	2 

v 	and v 	may be written 
p- 

- 	L(-C-) + 	 &t  Cos 9a - 5e5V9L)
Pt  

- i.[(-c) - (p-c)((os9CosO2 -- 

If 	 than V. 	\J 
L 

hIr 

ihan 1' , Ili ' , mnJ 	<< 1, tfn 

coz9l _ (m'Siv -4-. 

l 
 ji 	

.1.. 
f —  ±(D t - 	- jl— 	f3 

i2 	1. 	2 

	

- 	v - p - 21M'jS)J 

2 and5 	f9%  ':. 	e. -t-  M -r 	-2m'( 

Similarly 

Co 2 9 	Ei- Q -̀'- 	- 	- 2ni)I 

31.9 I ll. I 	32• 	
2-m'/3 

. 	
( l)2_ 4ni3ptJ 

It 2. 	IZ 

M' + £ • 	4- 	J 

44&+  
v Ic 	P13• 
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also can be evaluated by putting 

- 
[(i tC) -t 	Ck 6-:15 9, Cc's 9 - Svi el 5WA 921 

vp- - 	 t (A-C)((s & C &+ 
2 

A -+ L( 	C)S&SI&-2. 	- P. 

I I 	 I 
Vx V1 	4K A - 

Using the relationships (3.36), (3.37) and (3.38), the ratio of 

transmitted to incident amplitude may be evaluated, and is 

= 	
. 510 	 w £- . I 	 [L 2 4 _ 

AO 
 

Co5 
in 	I 

If the argument of the sin term is mucn less tnan unity, as it is 

in to case of 	inLrst, bien 

Ar (L_ n'~ (32) . CCL5 (we - 
yiC 

In the case 	of 	qDP, with an 	lecbric field applied in tas 	z-directiOfl 

the triple p is given by 

_ 

r,z. = AEZ 
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If an alternating field E Sinot is applied to the crystal, then 

the angle pmay be written 

The Lransmitd- ooincicient-aJhIiitUd ratio is then 

AT 	 + 	 Co5(i -t- 

I%o 

	

	 C 

Fhis auation 

 

may be transfored to the Sye Loin (x ,y , a) 

crystal axes. From eq.(b.31) it is seen that 

= i_( 1. - w) 	 = 
J-2 

Thus 

AT 1w' -3- [3 6vIUM 	Cos (LO +()dn) 

A0 	 I. 	 V'%C 	(.4o) 

The value of the function It() con be found for two waves 

travelling in given directions. If the wave directions are (11,m11
n1) 

and (12,m2,n2), then 

TI. 
2. 51v1Cj

,+'))cth 

1J,e_ 	S'db -r j- -L z— 	5, 	1:
-r 

0 

- 	a 	(4 	
A 4- - a 

4 --  D) 
-yj  
 (Lw1' 

.3- 

u' oarticuLr intorase is tHin. cse wn.r 1,. = l, 	= 	, n = n,. 
a 	2 	1 	1 	Z. 

Then 
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- 4Coscc] 

4 

It is seen thz.t _M.,2 ), and henc the visibility of the fringes 

produced when the two beslTls are superimposed, is constant when 11m1  is 

constant. This may be represented by a "contour map", on which the 

ordinates are the direction cosines (l,m) of waves which super-imposed 

on waves of direction cosines (-1,m), and the contours are contours of 

equal visibility. This is shown in Fig.(3.6). The contours are seen 

to be hyperbolas, with the 1 and m axes as asymptotes. 

If two waves are scent through the crystal so that tney are symmetric-

ally located about the y-axis (i.e. m constant), hut whose directions 

about the x-axis are varied, then the variation or M 17.  (o) is given by 

where m is the value of m. This is sketched in Fig .(3.7). it is a 

Lorentzian cuv: wtii limiting values +1 and -1. The half width (i.e. 

the width at w ic 	 = 0 is given by 



no.3.6 

1.0 

-1 .0 
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The half width depends on toe values of m and p. since 	is 

proportional to the square root of the amplitude of tea applid aluctric 

field, an experimental determination of this curve allows the electric 

field amplitude to be measured. 

It should be noted that phase reversal of the amplitude of the 

light occurs when 

Since pease r---v sal effects S,ioulcj be aucidod in demonstrating the 

required effect, it must be ensured that the beams used, which will have 

finite divergence, do net suCfr sicnificant phase reversal. 

Finally, values of WA0  end  ±(o) have been calculated with the 

procrem, one Using the a rooioate forila (3.39), for various values 

of 1, in, 	. These are compared in Table 3.1 and it is seen that tnoy 

are in good agreement up to values of 1, iii, p., of 	 so that the 

approximation can be considered valid up to these values. 

IX. THE EFFECT OF THE DIVERGENCE OF THE BEANS, AND OF THE FINITE TRANSIT 

TImE OF THE LIGHT THROUGH THE CRYSTAL 

Any real light beam is divergent, so it is necessary to examine 

the effect of this on the envelope of modulation, and on 

The case of a h3am which consists of a cone of directions centred 

about a direction (l0,m0,n0) as indicated in Fig.(3.8), is considered 

here. 

Assuming that the initial amplitudes in each direction are the same, 

then the ratio of transmitted to incident amplitudes is given by 



for  

ap;cx. a 

1 1.5 0.00719 0.00719 .-0.234 -0.213 
1 1.3  0 0.00937 0.00937 -0.666 -0.666 
1 10 00190 0.205 -1.000 u.1.000 

10 00259 0.272 -1.000 '.1.000 
1 50 25 0.269 5.052 -1.000 -1.000 

4 1.5 1 0,0143 0.013 0.707 
4 1.5 0 0.0175 0.017 0.236 0.236 
4 10 5 0.197 O213 -0.997 ..0)7 
4 10 0 0.2 66 0.0 23 0 -.990 -0,993 
4 50 25 0 .271 5-059 -1.000 '.1.000 
4 50 u 0.395 6.740 -1.000 -1.000 

10 1.3 1 0.349 0335 1.000 1.000 
10 1.5 C 0.350 0.30 1.000 1.000 
10 10 5 0.436  0,534 0.30C 0.231 
10 10 0 0.432 0.652. -0.025 0.006 
10 50 25 0.313 5.431 '.0.929 -0.994 
10 50 0 0.43 7.111 -0.63 -00996 

40 1.5 1 0.490 5.330 1.OoO 1.000 
40 1.5 0 0.490 3.032 1.000 1.000 
40 10 5 0.437 4.027 0.734 0.909 
40 10 0'.532  4.095 0.532 0.930 
40 50 25 0.109 3.300 -0.677 -0.553 
40 50 0 0.3:37 10.559  -0.721 

Table 3.1 
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.L~A= 	J'±~ (riL, - '~) '~' - -L ( a 	d 
Ao 	 C 	 bi 

whore 	is on element of coca of 	, s in Ei.(t.9). 

The co-ordinate system (1,e) may e transformed to (ltmt) where 

= 	 O -+ Yb'11 

Than 

JAO
s d 	— 	 2! !{owto -- (wb,L * lowt  

C 
dk 

n is aproxi1,iia1-e1y constant for all directions in edo beam since 1 

and m are small. The expression then becomes 

(v 	)v 	L 	ovto — 	-) d 	 + 2t0 
fi 	+ 

1it'ô 
A0 	 C 	 ri0L 

dut sincO the iiitograbion is over a circle, all ttr.o ronrininr 

integrals are zero. Hence the ratio of transmitted to incident amplitude 

is 

96 

C.  

If the' crystal in huestion is lbh wito an appliLd eltornoting 

olactric fielci, trio L.ocomes 

A'- = 

The rarnarkoblo result is outained that the modulation envelope 

for a beam of any divergence centred about a direction (l,m,n) is the 

same as the modulation envelope for a plane wave travelling in the 

direction (l,m,n). 

This result has also boan obtained using a computer program 

(Appendix III). In Table 3.1 are shown tho results calculated with the 

program and by the approximation. The approximation is seen to be good 

up to valuss of 16'ft. 



FL(o) 

I tcot'd iorcco iit tI.o 
CorrQC..M. coreci.o: 

5•4 .C 3  0 r —0 -c .) 
- 	-3 -- -- - a 

,- 
a-- 

—I 

-' -- 	- 
7 • —a - 	2 - 	s-i--  

- 	- 

Table 3.2 



(ii) An An exact correction for the effect of the finite transit time 

of the light through the crystal would be rather difficult, but it is 

snown below that the effect is quite small even when the transit time 

is 1/12th of the modulation cycle as was the case in the experiment. 

The only part of tn expression for the transmitted to incident 

np1iute u.ich varies with the variation of the electric field is 

. Toe average value of this quantity during the modulation 

& t 

J s1i ' a '  

there to  is the traiisib tine J LHe light in ne crystal. teen 

wt 	I/Ia, tien 

000s 

CO tt 	 ;L1L jje .opecteci t cc eroJi. 

An approximate calculation of the off'ct on 	() was made by a 

modification of thm program (Appendix Iv) as follows. 

The crystal can be considered to be made up of a series of shorter 

crystals, across which the electric field can be censid. red to be 

constant during the time taken for the light to traverse it, but the 

fields across successive crystals are out of prose with one another by 

appropriate amounts. The light is initially polarised in a direction P, 

with amplitude A Sin t, and in the first crystal this is resolved along 

and Y, where these are the allowed vibration directions, with an 

angle LI, between X1  and P. 	The wave travels throuch the first crystal 

phases of the components arc changed L 	 The components 
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along P n 	, w - ro Q is p rpendinUl- r to P, era 

- 	 5L  (_ 	
VIL 

S1r (Pt- 4) 

	

A0. 5i 2, 	 Cos 

ija tar 	- 	Cos9 Svi 	+ S9 j  S'j 

C5te1 Cos Sx, 	SLVM Cos 61,  

+- tDL,,ij i \.Cos 29i . CoI6±i) 

	

- 	Cos
•1 

-.i-- 	 CosZOu  5i (k1L±_.&) 
-  

If b-S 	<< 1, t:n 	tan 

It is 60CM tha en:n is snail, 	as it ia when 	the wave 

direction is close to to e-:xis of the crystal, and when the crystal is 

oaort, then too amplitude along P is almost unchanged and the psosa is 

cinnged by $, 	 while there is a small component along 	w ose 

phase is appruxiiately Y0 out of phase with the component in the direction 

When tna two components pass through the secnd crystal, they are 

each resolved along the directions X and V2  where these are the allowed 

vibration directions in the second crystal. These compononts suffer 

pnase chanes b,,_ ant &. On emerging from the second crystal the 

components in t 	 and Y directions can be resolved along P and Q. 

These components are 

- 5eL 	 I- 5i5 	SA 

St ( OJ * 	 *  a 



A0 	 Sin (_t)1 sin Z.s(SN.--). 

- 61+&t -+ 
a. 

52e1 , 5( 	.L._x2)P - 
___________SY 

V 

where 82 ic na angle bewaan P and X2 . 

If bx- 	, and U,- 	I , tnen thesa may be written 

A. Stv  

Ao[5291 . 	 -Slh~5A%- 2.) 

Cos [ LOE -- 	 - 
a. 	

(3.42) 

It is seen that the amplitude in the P direction is almost unchanged, 

and the phase change is bx &y+ 	.*b'1 . The amplitude transmi.ted in 
a 

the Q direction is increasad aftar the ligib has traversed eacn crystal, 

and the phase is changed. The light signal in the Q direction after 

traversing n crystals may be expressed as 

rl 	 n 

A= A. 	SR1.Z9. S in 	v9.Co5{LA.t ± J-t-6)1 	(3.43) 
J 
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whare 5xi and by l  are the phase changes of the components along 

X. and Y., 	the allowed vibration directions in the i-th crystal ano 6. 

is the angle between P 	and X.. 

In the modified program, the crystal was divided into ten sections, 

ann tana plituna 	an :'asa. 	in 	c. (n.4u) 	an rn. C .iCUI 	 a different 

valu a 	o 	Lsinc 	t. Tia an. 	1ed P1.jo )  ae. ealuated. 	1r3 	results 

of this 	computation are shown in Table 	, where they are compared 

with the results of the uncorrected program. It is seen that the values 

are almost unchanged. 
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CHAPTER 4 

I. EXPEII'ENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

An alternating electric field must be produced along the z-axis 

of an ADP crystal which is cut with optically polished faces perpendicular 

to that axis. Two coherent or quasi-coherent beams of parallel light 

should be passed through this crystal in directions which are determined 

by the magnitude of the electric field, and by the considerations of 

Sections VI and VII, Chapter 4. The crystal must be placed between 

crossed polarisers, whose polarisation directions are parallel to the 

x- and y-axes of the crystal. The two light beams should then be super-

imposed to produce interference fringes, whose visibility can be measured. 

This path difference between the two beams must be variable over a range 

of distances which allows a few cycles of the modulated visibility pattern 

to be observed. So that this path difference is not unmanageably large, 

micro-wave modulation should be used. The crystal should therefore be 

placed in a micro-wave resonant cavity. The fringe spacing in the inter-

ference pattern should be large enough to allow half a fringe or less to 

be resolved or less, and its intensity measured. 

H. OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT 

The arrangement is as shown in Fig.(4.1). 

The light source used is a laser. This has obvious advantages over 

a thermal source. The long coherence length of the laser means that 

large path differonc:e's con be introduced between the two beams without a 
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significant reduction in the visibility of the fringes. The intensity 

of the laser makes the measurement of tne visibility of the fringes 

much easier, and combined with the small divergence of the beam, makes 

the adjustment of the interferometer much simpler. 

A screen with two pinholes is situated in tne focl planb of a 

convex lens. The screen can be traversed vertically and horizontally, 

and two vernier scales allow its position to be noted. When the pinholes 

are illuminated, two beams of almost parallel light emerge from the lens, 

making angles with the optic axis of the lens, which are determined by 

their position in the screen with respect to that axis. The optic axis 

of the lens is parallel to the z-axis of the crystal. After passing 

through the cavity, the two beams are reflected through 900.  This 

reflection is necessary because of the geometry of the laboratory. One 

beam is then reflected through 90°  by a silvered 9 0  prism, and is tnen 

successiy reflected internally by the two faces of a second 
90  prism, 

and is then reflected off the second face of the first prism. The separ-

ation of these two prisms is variable, enabling the path difference between 

the two beams to be varied. 	The slotted disc, which can be rotated by 

means of a stepping motor, allows one or both of the beams to be cut off. 

The sec:nd beam is then reflected at almost grazing incidence at a mirror, 

so that the two beams converge towards a concave lens which then spreads 

them out so that they overlap. In the region where the beams overlap, 

interference fririses are obtained. A slit of approximately half a fringe 

width is pieced in the interference region, so thot this much of the 

light falls onto a photomultiplier. The slit can be traversed across the 

fringe pattern. In this way, the intensity of the maxima and minima can 

be measured. The first polariser is situated infront of the resonant 
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cavity, and the second is after the slit. 

The angles made by the two beams with the optic axis of the system 

can be found as follows. In Fi.(4.2) are shown the crystal axes (x,y,z). 

Another set of axes (x',y',z') are shown whose origin is the point of 

intersection of the optic axes and the screen, the x'- and y'-axes being 

parallel to the x- and y-axes, and in the plane of the screen, and the z'-

axis being parallel to the z-axis. If light is sent through a point at 

(x: ,y1' , 0 ), the light will emerge from the lens as a beam of parallel 

light, the direction of the beam being parallel to PC, tna line joining 

the point (x:,y,'O) to the centre of the lens. The direction cosines of 

PC with respect to the x-, y-, z-axes are 

fC 	IC 

. 	If x' , 	v' , erj cue e 	hue tcn t , teen fC 

where f' is the focal length of the lens. The direction cosines tnen b 

become 

As 	x-, y-, z-cxes 	pucallel t 	:.w-x-, y-, z-axus , beaus cue also 

the direction cosines with respect to the latter axes. 

The position of the beam with respect to the optic axis of the lens 

is determined by the direction of the light incident on the hole in the 

screen (see Fig.4.3). Tee size of the beam is determined either by the 

divergence of the light incident on the hole (Fig.4.4) or the diffraction 

produced at the hole, (Fig.4.5) whichever is thu greater. 
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The light emerging from the lens will not be truly parallel, 

because of the finite size of the pinhole. The light coming from a 

point in the screen with co-ordinates (x'+a, y', 0) will emerge from 

the lens in a direction with direction cosines 

)( + a.. 	 .J_I - (X T. 
f. 	-Fl 	 -Fl  

Thus, if a circuler aperture of radius r centred at (x' , y' , 0) 

is used, the light emerging from the lens diverges around a central 

direction of direction cosines, 

I— )c'- — •'I- - 
-F, 	 -F, 

end ci h divarji:ncD 	j- 
-F 

To produce the required oeams, two apertures are used. The directions 

of the beams must be such that if one beam has direction cosines (l,m,n) 

the direction cosines of the other beam should be either (m,l,n) or 

(-m,-1,n). This condition will be satisfied if the centres of the aper-

tures are (X', y', 0) end either (y', x', 0) or (-y', x', 0). 

If the power dissipated in the crystal is 1 watt at 2.5GH2  then 

the angles made by the two beams with respect to the optic axis of the 

-3 
crystal should be of the order of 2.10 	radians. If a lens of focal 

length 0.2m. is used, and a screen situated in the focal plane of the 

lens, containing two pinholes, separated by 1mm, with the pinholes sit-

uated at a distance 0.5mm above or below a horizontal line perpendicular 

to the optic axis of the lens, then the beams emerging from the lens when 

the pinholes are illuminated make angles with the optic axis of the lens 

- 

of about 3.10 	red, in air, The angles in the crystal will be reduced 



by approximately I/li, where n1  is the refractive index for waves trav-

elling along the z-wxis of ta crystal. For ADP, ml = 1.53. The 

direction cosines of the two beams are then, to a good approximation 

	

(a.io, 	o, 1 ) 	 ( o, a. 	i 

To obtain interference, the two beams must be superimposed. The 

fringe separation is determined by the angle at which the two beams cross. 

This can be shown as follows. 

Consider the case of two plane waves (Fig.4.6). The amplitudes of 

the waves at AB and CD can be represented by 

	

A, =A G,(w 	A1=A Sn(b 

wharc b i ccjnsLant. 

1nLrference fringes are observed along EF. The amplitude at a 

point P is aiven by 

.4(uA -1. 2fl &.P) -t- A5, (e- 2rf.RP-- ) 
a 	 a 

The terms PR + RQ , and QP - RP can be evalu wd witn rufi-oncw to 

Fig. (4 .7) 

- SP = .AEtSP - 	-- 	tb.. 

PR = T —  TP 	 = AE-1a 

PQ -f-FR - 	aAP 

2 EP  
a 



EP 

A 

c  
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Thus 

A? 	214 S in (w(s + 	 -.' S). Cos( 17P.EF) 
; 

The o\J:ah8 J[ ursI.ty u P is 

IF  = A2  Cs2(i 	) 
211j 

Thus, as tHe position of P is varied, the intensity varies. f:e 

separation of the maxima I.: iJsr oy 

Ld. = 

Thus ti-,e sparaicn of nu frirL.d as inurousus as too ungla hoawson 

the beams is decreased. 

The two beams could be superimposed simply by rotating one beam 

with a mirror, so that the two beams overlap. This would, however, 

produce an interference pattern whose dimensions would be the dimensions 

of the beams. This would not be very convenient for detection purposes. 

Instead, the two beams are passed through a concave lens, one of 

the beams having first been rotated, so that the beams overlap at a 

suitable angle. Interference is obss'rvd in the overlap region. The 

separation of the fringes is found as follows. 

Consider first the case of parallel beams (Fig.4.8). Two divergent 

beams emerge from the lens and these beams apparently come from two 

point sources S1  and S 
2 	

The distance between these points is fSs, 

whero 	is the angle between the two beams, and is small, and f2  is tha 

focol ioogth of the lens. The system is now effectively the same as 

that discussed in chapter 2, Section 1. The separation of the fringes 

in such a sjots. is well-known (see, for example, Jonkins and 

50 50 	, wao 	 H'O 	 ii ott, 	is the sup:r 	ut 
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the point cources, and D is the distance between the sources and the 

plane of observation, as shown in Fig.(4.9). 

The effect of the finite divergence of the beams can be shown with 

the help of Fig.(4.lD). The beams can be considered as coming from 

sources of finite size, S1  and 
2 	

Th e lens produces virtual, erect 

and reduced images of these sources. me interference obtained is the 

same as is obtained with two finite pinholes. 

It can be shown that if the amplitudes at all points in 31,  are 

given by A sinwt and at all points in S2  by A sin(t +&), the fringe 

pattern is the same as that which would be obtained using point sources. 

This is shown as follows. 

In Fig.(4.11), the two sources are shown. me amplitude at any 

point P on the screen is the sum of the amplitudes contributed by each 

point in the two sources. Consider a point 6 in the soUrce 	The 

amplitude due to rh at P is 

and 	1P 	op - OX '= 	of' - OR. i. 

If the disconce cotween any ocint in tn• 3c:uces from t.e point C 

is represented by y, then 

- 	A Sir, [wC - airf oP- six)] 
1 

The totelL onpiituio c: :t 	at d ity 	
, s 

11. 

A SiEwe— ir(op— x)Jd 
ly. 

 
D 

A Sin Ewe - it(oP- x (1l -- '1L )) ]. Cos1T1. (9, -1.1 
IA.D 
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IM 

bimilarly, the total emplitude suntribubed by 5 2 S 

As ,= AS 	F 	- ii(OP 	j+')) + ]. Coiff('-'.1).~$ 
L 	X 	20 	 .1 

The evura:e ineiisitv eL. h is then 

t. 

+ A Cos[(--4- S\' 
JJ 	L' 

kA1 -1- 
L 

wke 	K 	C05 TL (' I 	-) 
AD 

Thus, the intensity on the screen fluctuates between 0 and 2kA2 1 

and the separation of the maxima is 

Z1 X —k - 

CL 	f 
eherm o( is th annie betweLn the two iidht seams incident on the lens, 

us-- he, light source used is a laser, the amplitudes across the beam 

can be represented by A sint. Hence, the optical system described 

produces interference fringes whose visibility when the light is unmod-

ulated, is 1. 

The separ 	.. rLnges in tue experiment was .hmm, with 

-5 
0-100cm, f-2Ocm,?-- ..iiom. 

III. iICROtJJAVE MODULATOR 

The microwave cavity used is the same as that designed by Fox and 

Mansefl(8). it is shown in Fig.(4.12) to Fig.(4.16). This cavity employs 

two ADP crystals. This increases the modulation produced for a given 

voltage. 
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The cavity is rectangular with a small rectangular-section central 

conductor. The ends of the cavity are formed by two moveable shorting 

plungers. Th cavity can thus be tuned to the required frequency by 

adjusting the position of the plungers. The ADP crystals are placed on 

either side o the central conductor with their optic axes normal to the 

conductor. 

The ADP crystals are 10mm along the z-axis, and the faces normal to 

the z-axis, which are 4x4 mm square, are optically polished. The x- and 

y-axes of the crystal are at 45°  to the edges of the square. The cavity 

is mounted in an optical bench saddle, so that the central conductor is 

at 
450 

 to the horizontal, and the x- and y-axes of the crystal are 

horizontal and vertical. 

The microwave power is coupled to the cavity by an adjustable probe. 

A second probe is used to monitor the power. 

Thu cavity resonates in a TEN mode, so that the electric field is 

applied to the crystals parallel to their optic axes. The fields on the 

two crystals are in opposite directions, so that one crystal must be 

rotated through 90°  with respect to the other in order that the modulation 

in the two crystals add. 

The cavity is node of brass, wi IL, all irisuenel sue aces sileer-plated 

Snail DpI eel flans OiT atacned en IhL op;icLiy polis;ed surfaces 

of the crystals. This is necessary because ADP is hygroscopic, and the 

optical surface quickly deteriorates if exposed to air. The flats are 

attached, using Canada balsam. The crystals are stuck to the central 

conductor with nail varnish. This was found to be more satisfactory 

than available glues, because it is very easily removed with acetone, 
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thus facilitating the removal or re-alignment of the crystals. It is 

also easily cleaned off the surface of the crystal and off the cavity. 

Inc alignment of tno crystals with respect to the cavity and with respect 

to one another will be discussed later in this section. 

The limit to the modulation voltage which may be applied to the 

crystal is set by the amount of power which the crystal can dissipate. 

At the frequency used, this is a few watts at most. The relationship 

between the power diseipated W and the amplitude of the electric field 

amplitude, V, is 

2. 
w = 	 C r& 

where tan b is thu IQuS tangent of tac crystal, cin 	i.e the angular 

frequency of the modulation, and C is the c'pacitar. 	the crystal. 

The di-ulectric constant of ADP at this frequency is 14, and its loss 

tangent b.10 	.When the power dissipated is 1 watt, the voltage 

across the crystal is 330V. 

The microwave source is a magnetron, JP2-02, which oscillates at 

2.450Hz. 

It is necessary to know the voltage which is being applied to the 

crystal. This could be done by measuring the power which is being dis-

sipated in the crystals. Apparatus was not available, however, to do this. 

It will be shown later in this section that the voltage across the crystal 

could be estimated by observation of the modulated light. It is still 

necessary to monitor the power being dissipated in the crystals even 

though an absolute measurement of this power is not required. 

The magnetron unit has a power meter. A reflected power meter is 

included between the maenetron and the cavity. A rectifying crystal is 
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coupled to the second probe in the cavity, and the voltage across this 

crystal is measured by a galvonometer. It was not clear which, if any, 

of these meters gave a reading which was proportional to the power 

dissipated in the crystal. The readings did not seem to be correlated. 

A simple experiment was performed to see if the power could be monitored 

ty means of any of these meters. 

Toe crystals are heated when the microwave power is applied. The 

rise in temperature of thc. crystal increases as the power increases. The 

temperature of the crystal cannot be readily measured while the micro- 

wave power is being applied, but c.-.n be measured immediately after the 

power is turned off. This increases the uncertainty in the measurement 

of the temperature, hut as the time taken for the crystal to cool down 

to room temperature is about 5 minutes, the error is not too serious. 

The microwave pouer is turned on, and left on for about a few 

minutes, to allow the cavity to reach equilibrium. The readings on the 

three meters are noted, and the power turned off. The lid is then removed 

from the cavity, and a thermo-couple is held to one of the crystals. The 

voltage across the thermo-couple is measured with a galvonometer. lany 

readings are taken, with variations of the three parameters - see Table 

4.1. The only clear correlation with tne temperature increase of the 

crystal is the voltage across the rectifying crystal. This is shown 

graphically in Fig.(4.17). 

Thus, the rectifying crystal produces a voltage woich varies with 

the power dissipated in the crystals. This read: ng can t;n b used to 

monitor the power. 

The operation of Lhr moculator is critically dependent on the align-

ment of Lao 1iht with respect to the crystal axes, as well as the align- 
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ment of the one crystal with respect to the other. The discussion of 

Section VIII, Chapter 3, shows that the modulation envelope of the light 

is significantly changed when the orientation of the beams is altered. 

With an applied field of 3C0V, a change of orientation of the beams with 

respect to the y-axis 3.10 	red to l.lO 	r 	n 	enjisetween 

the beams and the x-axis is 2.10-'-'red. chen.s 	t) from -.33 to -.71. 

It is clear that any misalignment of the crystals 	U,, respect to one 

another must be significantly less than this. A minimum requirement of 

alignment better than lO 	red was decided upon. 

Inc interference produced when light is passed tH'ouqh a bi-refringont 

crystal placed between crossed polarisers can be used to align the crystals. 

This can te discussed with the help of the equations derived in Section 

III, Chapter 3. 

It is only necessary to consider the case of a uni-axial crystal. 

The 

	

	indox ol UnsnirJ soy ho i L)r.L IL, sM 

A(x+2) + Bz 

di_'uceiioj cesers of 	aje L:v 	fr:: ri:rue to crot-:i ore 

1.m.n with res:ect to the x-, y-, z-axes, then the rotation matrix (3.22) 

is 

	

L 	
-19 

 '11. hirl 	 +p.' , 
( el 21. w1'1' 

tt 4 	 LM 1 YIz. 

The refractioc indic5s for eaves polarisod in the directions X ane 

V where 



arc given by 

- 	+ 
A 

MR L  +v)+ n4 = A 

A, and l + rn<l 

A

FA- 
$ 

n- '?l ç  = L 	A ( e-t 	) 
JA' 

The phase difference betwuen the two components aftar travelling 

through a crystal of length d, whose faces are perpendicular to its 

z-axis, is given by 

rTct(P-n) 	2n 	-A) ( -t 	-) 

	

?I 	 (4.1) 

If 	AiEs.Lcr u 	1a:isu: :n; a rlysaa ira 

F 	+ra
- 	 -. 

AT  

tn ti trarsiL 	aituJa Ia iaari ay 

r---.)nx}/Po 
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Q$  = 	[EL+ 	 (')Jix - 
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and P and Q are norrnalisotion factors which can be shown to be 
0 	0 

approxirnatoly equal to JF2 wHen 1 and m aro much less t7an 1. 

_+ , 	 = 
IQ 

2iriCE n <<. J. , ond n &K in 

	

H 	H 	H 	X 

Thus 

	

AT 	 SiS = 	 . 51vS. Cos (cfr+ S) 

(z.2) 

The trarisuil 2 ted intensity IS Lu 	5UC1CL 01 this 

quantity. quantity. This clearly varies as 1 and m are varied. 

The transmitted intensity is zero when 1 = m, and when sin b = 

but otherwise some light is transmitted. Thus, an interference pattern 

is obtained when the crystal is illuminated with divergent light. The 

interference can he observed by focussing the light onto a screen, as 

all the waves travelling in a given direction will be focussed at a 

particular point on the screen, so that the intensity will vary over the 

screen. 

The two polarisation components will travel in different directions 

when they emerge from the crystal, but the difference in direction smal 

enough to be neglected. This can be seen as follows. 

The refractive index at the boundary may be taken 20 ha 
JA 

It is seen from eq.(3.37) that this is correct to 1 in it , won 1 and 

m are —10 	red. 

	

Tee direction cosines 11m' ol 	:Cont wave era then 

(I 	9,  
1 	

) _ 

If a lens of focal length f is used, and a co-ordinate system x', 

y', Zt  is constructed with X' and y' in the plane of a screen which is in 
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the focal plane of iihe lens, and with the z-axis along tho optic axis 

of the lens, then the co-ordinates of the point at which a wave with 

ssn sOSSu 	, 	, fl' , 15 FLCUS52L 555 

= 	 P11A  
F 	 F 	-ç 

CS-LL;SSSS 	 sink 	is a svu 

direction is focussed, are proportional to the direction cosines of the 

direction in which the wave travels in the crystal. 

The structure of the interfar nc,e pctkcrn can now be seen from 

eq.(4.2), and is shown in Fig.(.i). 3Jhen 1 = rn, the intensity is zero, 

so 1 L uark lines are obtained rftn coo lines x' = y', and x' = _yt . 

Tseinrnsity is ciso zero when sin S = 0, i.e. when 

'1TA 
	 2p11, 

	 where p is an integer 

i.e., won 

since n 	1 

Thus, cnrrc; will jo asOSjLS5 of clack concoobric circles of' radii 

Y j 	- r_. 1 
Vil  

.PL —A cxiJ 

These fringes are often known as the "rinds and brushes". 

With an ADP crystal of length 1 cm and a lens of focal length 10 cm, 

the radius of the first dark ring is about 1 cm. 

Equa9isn(4.l) may be re-written rernasbering that A = 1/n12  and 

- 	T cL E- -J 	,i) 	,..,rd - 
it 

Surfaces of constant psese differunce are found at \JWLUSS of 1, iTI 

satisfying 
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The first dark ring in the interference pattern is found at directions 

S isfyinj L. 

- I 
a 

Ic in ncn:Sn:; H 	 friH 

when two crystals are placed in series. If the crystals are in exact 

alignment, the effect will be the same as if one crystal of twice the 

lonith were used. Thn finn dart rita is fund at directions 

2d( 	13) 

H. 	un 	c 	:nHIy nined, Lnu resulu is raer 

more complicated. Light travelling in a given direction suffers a phase 

C 	n 	intun firs cry Hl , nn: b in nuns uc n  cryutnJ. , where 

	

ail . (n t - n J)LQ+ v- 	+ 

11, w, n1, and l2  m2, n2  are the direction cusines o tun wave with 

respect to the principal axes of the first and second crystals respect-

ively. Let the direction cosines of the z-axis of the second crystals 

with respect to the z-axis of thc first be (sin 0, 0, cos 0). (This 

can be done without any loss of generality since the directions of the 

x-  and y-axes are not defined in a uni-axial crystal). 

me anglo between the z-axis of tue sec-  nd crystal :nd tue wave is 

giver by 

Cos 	 + 'I, Cos 

Honce 



z 	 _ 	 2 
Sir) 9 -4- 

Thus ta jI:ml pause a 	at tuE WHEJ8 15 

- 	-- S 	&TfcL(v 	v)[ t + 	I - (J SL,, 	Cs )LJ 

I F hoe. 	ibn;iinh of 	CC V, tals if small, i.e. 0 	1, tuan 

- 	 - 	 -i- 

Toe fias darl, rio is roo tousu at ujuac Li aria qivan by 

+ $ + 

T e shape of t; is depends on a a ordus of sin 0, but if sin 0 	Ct .1 'o 

it is of the Form shown in Fig.(4.19), where the dotted line shows the 

first dark ring for crystals wnich are fully aligned. It is seen that 

the ring is dis tor  tid by misalignment, t i E maximum distortion being in 

the x hires Lion. 	It is also so,--n tnc. too contra of tH- pa tarn is 

shifted. This can be undarstood as follows. 

The wave in the first dark ring when the crystals are fully aligned 

and when rn1  = 0, 	satisfies 	too condition 

- 

dhen the crystals are misaligned, 	me wave with m1  = 0 in the 	First 

dark oin rotisfies ccr!oloion 

LSi' 	- -o  - LS 
2 

OnCO, 	t ole torbiori ot 	merir 	aiun, dna x-axis is hruportisnsi to 

where 	1 = 1-1. 	This is given by 

-± __ 
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Similarly, 	the distortion of the first dark about the y-axis is 

found by puttin:i 1 	0, 	so 	that. the wave in the firrt dark ring satisfies 

- 	 -e0 (- 

Honc, 	toe distortion o 	ring in tee y-directiou is proportional to 

A~m oi\J?n 	Lay 
YA

O 
p-,10 	 yy\0 

Cliarly the 	tortion ie greater in 	he x-direction than in the 

y-direction. 

It is also seen that the centre of the partern is shifted in the 

x-direction by an amount proportional to 

i.titorfu LflOO partorn pa decree ry a SnLia crys tat can be- 

observed 

e

observed in a travelling microscope with two-dimensional motion, and 

the co-ordinates of the centre of the pattern located. If a second 

crystal is aligned in series with the first, then the position of the 

centre of the interference pattern will be unchanged. A second crystal 

is teen placed in series wite the first, and the centre of the interfer-

ence pattern located. The amount and direction of the misalignment can 

be found from the difference between this position and the position of 

the centre with only one crystal. It is possicle to align tha second 

crystal with the first. 

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig.(4.20) The aperture in the 

microwave cavity is illuminated by a mercury lamp. A green filter is 

used, as it is nocesorro to eve a auasi-monochromatic source in order 
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that. the fringes will be cLarly defined, and a laser may not e used 

since it is necessary to look directly at the pattern. 

The crystal is mounted by means of a jig, which is shown in Fig.(4.20) 

This allows the crystal to be rotated abut two orthogonal axes, each 

at 45°  to the horizontal axis. The jig is mounted in an optical bench saddle 

which can be moved up and down. 

Tue interference pattern is focussed by a convex lens. It is 

observed with the travelling microscope which can be traversed in two 

horizonel L end veticadly in a plane which is pe.:pendicular to the 

optic axis of tee crystal. 

The inner crystal is first mounted. It must be situated so that 

a line through its centre passes roughly through the centre of the 

apertures in the cavity. This is done by observing the position of the 

fringe pattern with respect to the apertures with the eye and adjusting 

the alignmnt of the crystal until the centres coincide. Tie crystal is 

then attached to the central conductor in the cavity. 

The interference pattern is then observed in the microscope. The 

cross-hair is set on the darkest part of the first dark ring on the left 

hand side and then on the right hand side, and the microscope reading 

noted in this case. This gives the horizontal co-ordinate of the centre 

of the pattern. The vertical co-ordinate is found by a similar process, 

setting the cross-hair on the top and bottom of the first dark ring. b 

series of such read nes are siown in TaeI 4., uerre it can me seen that 

the co-ordinates of tie centre can be measured with a standard doviation 

of 0.002 mm. The diameter of the ring is 9 mm. The angular diameter of 



L.flS  
13.083 12.970 
13.884 12.972 
13.800 12.970 
13.300 12.970 
13.334 12.969 
13.077 12.970 
13.870 12.972 
13.030 12,966 
13.334 12.970 
13.881 12.970 

Iei value 13.381 	I-'Oau value 12.970 

Standard 0.0024 	$tatdard 0.002 
deviation 	 . eviatioi 

Table 4.2 
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this ring can be found from eq.(4.3), so that 0.02 mm corresponds to 

-6 	 4 
6.10 	red. The crystals are to be aligned to better than 10 	rad. 

The direction of the optic axis of the crystal, which is the direction 

of the wave at the centre of the pattern, is determined to 6.10 	red, 

so that the alignment is possible. 

The second crystal is then mounted in the jig and put in place. It 

is adjusted initially using the eye. It was found that it was possible 

to align the crystals to within 1.10 	rad wit 	eye. The pattern is 

then viewed through the microscope. The centre is located as before. 

The orientation of the crystal is then adjusted by means of the jig, and 

th position of the centre found again. This process is continued until 

the centre of the two-crystal pattern is the same as that of the one-

crystal pattern to within 0.01 mm. Sufficient readings are taken so that 

two standard errors of readings of the co-ordinates are 0.01 mm. In this 

case, the optic axes of the crystals are aligned to 	red. This can 

be done with about four adjustments if done carefully. 

The crystal is then stuck to the central conductor. Unfortunately, 

it was found that when the adhesive dried out, the orientation of the 

crystal was changed. This was probably due to the downward gravitational 

force on the system. A very much more rigid jig would be required to over-

come this problem. 

Instead of designing such a jig, it was decided to op - rate the cavity 

using only one crystal. Te operation of the cavity can be tested by 

looking at the pattern with the microwaves on and off. The central dark 

spot should brighten when the microwave power is applied to the crystal. 

This was observed to occur. 



SIM 

A more objective test can be made by measuring the intensity of 

the centre of the fringe pattern by means of a photomultiplier connected 

to a high sensitivity galvonometer, and observing the change in intensity 

when the microwave power is applied. The variation of the intensity 

with time is shown in Table 4.2. There is clearly a period of about 

five minutes during which the light intensity is changing. After that 

it has reached thermal equilibrium, and the light intensity is constant, 

except for intensity fluctuations of the light source. 

A laser beam was passed along the optic axis of the crystal in the 

cavity, and the output light, when the microwave power was applied was 

examined in a scanning Eabry-Perot interferometer. Side-bands of the 

central light frequency were observed, confirming ihat amplitude modulation 

of the light was taking place. It was not possible to make any measure-

ments in this system, due to the non-availability of the Fabry-Perot 

interferometer. 

It is necessary to align the two light beams, peoduced by the two 

pinhole-lens system described in the previous section, in the required 

direction with respect to the optic axis of' the crystal. This can be 

done by using the interference pattern produced by divergent light passing 

through the crystal. The x- and y- axes of the crystal are horizontal and 

vertical. The arms of the 'cross' of the interference pattern are 

horizontal and vertical, when the polariser and analyser are suitably 

oriented. The light beams must be symmetrically oriented with respect to 

the y-axis. If the pinholes are illuminated with an ordinary light bulb, 

the stray light is sufficient to produce the interference pattern. If 

the crystal is viewed mih the eye focussed at infinity, the images of 
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the pinholes should be syiemetrically situated about the vertical arm 

of the 'cross'. 

This alignment can be made to about 10 	rad. This was shown 

by setting the pinholes so that they were definitely asymmetric about 

the vertical arm on either side. The readings on the scale on the 

screen were noted. The difference ietween these readings was .08mm, 

which means that the difference in angle between the two settings was 

4.10-  rad. 

The horizontal setting of the beams can be adjusted by traversing 

the screen containing the pinholes vertically. This allows the variation 

of the visibility of the fringes with alignment with respect to the x-axis 

to be measured. Hence, a suitable alignment of the beams can be located 

for the 'alternating slit' experiment to be performed. 

IV. DETECTION SYSTEM 

P. slit is placed on the region where the two light beams overlap. 

The slit is parallel to the fringes, and is mounted in an optical bench 

saddle which can be traversed across tne interference pattern. 	ehind 

the slit is the photo-multiplier (EMI 95243), whose output current is 

measured by an electrometer. 

The dark current of the photo-multiplier and the instability of 

laser intensity were the main sources of noise, as the laboratory was in 

complete darkness except for the laser itself, the pilot lights on the 

instrument panels, which were covered with black cloths, ann a torch 

which was needed to read and record the electrometer current (this was 
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done under a 21ac< cloth so thit there was no noticeable leakage of 

its light on the photo-multiplier). The slit was isolated from the rest 

of the interferometer by a black curtain wrich had a small hole to allow 

the two beams through. 

The quantity to he measured is. Jti, as defined in eq.(2.7). It 

is shown below that an absolute measurement of' the visibility of the 

fringes is not required. Hence, neither the slit-to-fringe-width ratio 

nor the accuracy of alignment of the slit Wit,  ta fr:. n is need be known. 

The r- lat 	w 	i a eisisiii y a ii ft sqes 	ll is sic- n 13  

	

MA 	
-I  MW - 	IPtc1IyiJ 

TM + 1141 l+Rt 
M 

Wi5855 	_) is reel , 	is thu i aio of' tie itiuEnsities oi thu icarus, 

and I
M 
 sr. 	are the 'sximum and minimum intensities in the inter- 

sax 	sin 

ferogram. 

The visidiliby of thu frin : es pruduced by the same two beams when 

the r:iodul tar is rosecud is. si1an ;y 	.(2.1) end i-s 

snare I 	ant I 	ire th5 maximue end ernirnum intensities in tee inter- 
max 	sin 

forogram, an (3  is the ratio of the intensities of fT tut beams. In 

fact, at any ivan point in the interferogram 	= 	, ed; since the 

visibility is measured for several fringes an ; :;f inesities of the beams 

vary across the pattern, the ratio of the intensities may vary from fringe 

is 	snq:., siTu SuiT h. :asus:J ut 	SC: I 	T!LL. 
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cauca 	133 ria o1i:13, 	i;j - ::c3 I 	ncJ I 
mdx 	ii) i_fl 

cannot be measured accurately. It is shown below that the measured 

visibility is proportional to the true visibility, the constant of 

proportionality being dependent on the slit width. 

The energy passing a given point per second in :he i.ni;ueforence 

pattern where the path difference between the beams is ct say be 

rop:deiI cci by 

(I + t1 Co'dcA'r 

hs r.W ±0 th 	rcqucncy 0 	flU ligHt in n 	'.se ui u icUflOc roaa cit 

source, or the central frequency in the case of a quasi-monochromatic 

source. 

If a slit is placed in the overlap region of the two beams, with 

the path difference between the two beams at the centre of the slit being 

c t , and at the edges of Li,z 311 c HO13 c(t0 ± 4) 	 nsrjy p: 

througi toe slit per COCCI 31 il  

E 	fclE1. 4r, --  iCos wre. 5 t P7 

Toe maximum and minimum energies passing through too slit per second are 

E" 
All 

= 	 2I 

2.1, Sv 
- 	a) 

The measured visibility is 

S' 
OOS 

T 	 '2) 
-0 



We 

and tha true visibility is 

- 	I 
2 

Hence 

1. e v 	ilaitity w ic i 	s t:d is a Ira utLcan sI 	a' true vista- 

ility the fraction being constant for a given fringe-to-slit-width ratio. 

It 	1 	a cii t n a 

LI 	 2 	LJ At —) 0 

flC 

- 
yh, measurement o visit ility ocums ore aiccusace as tee slit 

width is decreased, but the signal strength is also reduced. Some value 

of between 0 andw must be chosen for the slit width, where w is the 

width of one fringe, which gives a signal which can be measured. A slit 

w1th of anpruxims ly Half a fririe wit In wee used, 	'sing 

= 
The signal stroritbe was asset ace secs asiaru  ace. curasna. c las eaoto-

multiplier with this slit. 

The measured visibilities 	sn 	O*r -se act 	a a - 	a area 

visibilities by 

- 	v_• S M ('&t . 055 

- 
Hence 

v s, 
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The quantities measured are then (1) i 
max 	mm 

and i 	, The maximum 

and minimum photo-multiplier currents obtained when the slit is scanned 

across the interference pattern produced by the unmodulated beams, (2) 

and 
j2 
 the photo-multiplier currents obbained when one and then the 

other beam is clocked off, (3) 
1m 	

and im. , the maximum and minimum 
max 	mm 

currents obtained when the slit is scanned across the interference pattern 

produced by the modulated beam (4) i and i, the currents obtained when 

one and then the other modulated light beams is 	uecci o , (uj 1, Liie 

current obtained when both beams are blocked of . 	ent 	era095 

given by 

(L f1 	B) 	H It4 	 (((_  

and 

-- 	-  IN 

- 	
4 	W. -  t f7,) -t. 	- J- 

A program was written w;.ich evaluate, 	L1 s Leoin the expurim:ntal 

results and calculated the standard error oh ecen result. 

The measurement process described above gives the numerical value of 

hut not its sign. This can be found as follows. 

Jeen modulation system of cavity, polariser and analyser are rmoved 

the intensity at a given point in the interferogram is given by (from eq. 

- 	-1- 	-- 2JJ 	 Cos(()— L1>) 

UThen the modulator is included, ene intensity at tne 5uL point is 
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given n (foone:  

Honc , i 	:3 	3itikJe ::ne 	c: noful td 

pattern occur occur 	oeme values of path difference as those of the 

unmodulated light pattern, and if 	in negative, tee maxima of the 

modulated light pattern occur at vailues oi qath oiffrence nhere there 

are minima in the unmodulated ugh., pattern. 

Hence, by comparing the positions of the maxima in the interference 

pattern obtained with the unmodulated light with bne positions of the 

maxima in the rot LL:r:j Li 	 fr::Drfl3, 	:, in potel Lit ft hthiteflO 

the sign of ±11  it). 

An iiturfi:niic:. p::.: 	on hi 0 :;o.ou Oil 	lL :l,Cri.j liJ:iJ.LI:ilI 

the slit, which is almost the same as the interference pattern wnicii 

would be obtained with the cavity and polariser removed. This is the 

case because (a) the addition of a polariser to the system simply reduces 

the intensity of the pattern without changing the relative intensities 

of the maxima, and (b) the effect of the crystal is to produce a small 

component perpendicular to the initial polarisation direction, but to 

leave the component in the initial polarisation direction almost unchanged 

(see eq. (3.42)). (It should be noted that the interference prttern which 

odserved if the analysti 	is placed beforethe slit is 

shifted by half a fringe with respect to the pattern obboinrri olin the 

modulator re.oied. Tio cm be teen by substituting 	, =a into eq.(3.41).) 

To t mi- c.- 	sign of 	, en nosition of tcm tub is adjusted so 

that it coincides with a minimum in the interference pattern. The photo-

multiplier current is noted when the microwave pouer is applied, and by 



traversing the slit, it can be seen whether the intensity at the first 

setting is a maximum or a minimum, and hence the sign of L1 	is 

found. 

The photo-multiplier current can be calibrated in terms of photons 

incident on the photo-cathode per second. This is done as follows. 

The photo-cathode is illuminated by the laser used in the interfero-

meter, its intensity being reduced by polarisers. The photo-multiplier 

current is noted, end the dark current measured by screening the photo-

cathode. 

The pulses from the photo-multiplier are then counted with a scaler, 

readings again oeing made for loser and dark current. This done for 

various values of the pulse dicrimination height of tb: scaler. The 

number of pulses recorded per second increases as the discrimination level 

is decreased, but the number of pulses from the laser which is found by 

subtracting the background count from the background plus signal count-

rate, levels off. this is the number of photo-electrons emitted by the 

photo-cathose. 

To find the number of photons incident on the photo-cathode, it is 

necessary to know its quantum e1ficLrcy. The cathode used was an S-type, 

whose quantum efficiency at 532.Onm is L.2. 

In this way, the number of photons producing a giving photo-multiplier 

current is found. 
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CHAPTER 5 

\SUENTS F-BE 

The amplitude of the modulating electric field was found. A suit-

able alignment of the beams could thus be found for the performance of 

the experiment. The variation of the visibility of the fringes with 

path difference was found for this alignment of the beams. In addition 

the variation of the visibility with patn difference of the fringes 

produced by two beams which suffered phase reversal was measured. Lastly, 

the photo-multiplier current was calibrated. 

1EASUiE1lLNT OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD I-\HPLITUDE 

The pinholes were situated so that ahen they were illuminated and 

viewed through the aperture in the cavity, which was placed between crossed 

polarisers, they appeared to be symmetrically located about the vertical 

arm of the 'cross' of the interference pattern discussed in Chapter 4, 

Section III. The pinholes were traversed vertically, and the visibility 

of the fringes produced by the unmodulated and modLiletci teams measured 

for various settins of the pinholes. The si:jn of 	eon elo 

The results are listed in Table 5.1 and 	a :GOfl 	 OH 

Fig.(5.1). In Fig.(5.1) are also shown calculated curves of ±1,,(ck for 

beams with tne separation of the beams in the experiment, a no for electric 

field amplitudes lOO\J; 130\J; and 160V. 

Comparison of the experimental and theoretical curves show that the 

electric field amplitude lies in this ranLe. 
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1.0 

J14) 

Ell 

slit position 

Fi.5.1 

t8lit pOs.t.On 	 'StandgAt 
(inin.10 ) 	 deTLation 

	

0 	O.32 	.02 

	

2 	.O.70 	.04 

	

4 	0.25 	.02 

	

15 	-0.20 	.02 

	

I 5'5 	0.15 	.03 

	

6 	0.23 	i.02. 

	

6.5 	0.54 	1.02 

	

7 	0.74.06 

	

7.5 	1 0-94 	1.02 

	

o 	0030 	.04 

	

0.5 	0.65 	i602 

	

.9 	 0.48 	.02 

	

9.5 	1O.36 	Lo 

	

'0.22 	1 004,  

	

f11 	.0.30 	03 

	

f].2 	0.40 	.03 

	

p.0.55 	02 

	

p.5 	30.72 	02 

Table 5.1 
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III. THE EXPERIMENT PROPER 

\ visibility contour diagram for E.. = 130\.I is shown in Fig.(5.2). 

The pinhole-lens system used produced beams of angular divergence (1.5) 

.iü 	red, whose angular separation in the crystal was (4.2).10 	red. 

One of those beams is indicated by the circle centred about P in Fig. (5.2) 

It is seen that when the beam is located as indicated here, and the 

other beam is symmetrically located on the opposite side of the axis, 

the beams suffer very little phase reversal, since this occurs only when 

t10 	(i.e. 21m 
3 

The visibility of the fringes produced by the two beams thus aligned 

was measured with path differences between the two beams of from 0 to 30 

cms. The results are shown in Fig.(5.3) and listed in Table 5.2. The 

theoretical variation of 	is also shown in Fig.(5.3). 

The slit width was aper•xie :tely half a fringe width. The value of 

I].  + 12 never exceeded ln. Hence, the number of photons per fringe can 

be found when the photo-multiplier has been calibrated. 

IV. CLIBRTIUN OF THE PHOTO-MULTIPLIER CURRENT 

The calibration of the photo-multiplier current gave the results 

listed in Table 5.3 and shown in Fig.(5.4). It is seen that the value 

of the photon count per sec. nd due to the light signal levels off at a 

value of 	 The photo-multiplier current produced by this signal 

was 28nA. The quantum efficiency of the photo-cathode for light of wave-

length 0.63uA is 0.2. 

Hence, wren the. photo-rnuL:ipli. C current is lnP, the rate at which 

photons are incident on the photo-cathode is 1.25.10°/sec. 
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Path differeno 

YLG.5.3 

difoc• 
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0 0.47 .07 
5.5 1.00 000 

7.7 0.33 .09 
10.8 0.65 07 
12.2 0.55 .06 
13.& 0.62 103 
15.3 0.86 07 
18.3 3.00 .03 
21.7 0.76 .03 
24.4 0.50 .0- 
30 -5 1,00 .10 
36.6 0.47 .0.3 

2 

TABLE 5.2 
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dCVitLOn 

I 3.12 .07 
1.11 3.04 .05 
1.25 2.09 .07 
1.42 2.73 .06 
I 2.42 .04 
2600 2.03 .01 
250 0.31 .02 

Table 3.3 
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V. DISCUSSION LiE HEbULTS 

It was required to show that when a particle is scattered by a 

scatterer which can be at eitnr of two positions at any time, but never 

at both, interference is obtained in the probability distribution of the 

scattered particle. 

bean of photons was scattered by a double scatterer consisting of 

two pinholes, lens, and electro-optic crystal placed between crossed 

polarisers, with an alternating electric field applied. Though the two 

scatters were not fully orthogonal, since the amount of light coming from 

each was at all times non-zero, they approximated fairly closely to the 

required condition. The variation of the transmitted intensities of eec: 

scatterer during the period of the modulation is shown in Fig.(5.5). 13 y 

measuring the area under each curve for the first half of tne modulation 

period, it is found that the total transmitted intensity of the first is 

eight times that of the second scatterer. This situation is reversed 

during the second half period. Hence, a photon incident on the screen is 

eight times as likely to be scattered by the first scatterer as by the 

second during the first half of the modulation period, whereas during the 

second half of the modulation period these probabilities are interchanged. 

The system behaves effectively as a scatterer which can occupy two positions, 

but is largely at one position half the time and largely at the other the 

rest of the time. It was found that when the path difference was zero 

the interference effect was significantly reduced, but that at a suitable 

path difference, the visibility was the same as if both scatterers were 

operating all the time. 

The experiment performed demonstrated the single-photon nature of 
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the effect, since it can be shown that one photon in an interference 

fringe is absorbed by the detector long before the next is emitted by 

the source. This is seen as follows. 

The number of photons present in the apparatus i.e. between the 

screen nJ 	ie:fe:un::e L jj1un, 1: 1\jer1 

r 

where N is 	nuer u 1 ,  piloco- 1ecrns measureu per frinio, 'a,-  is :he 

time taken for a photon to travel through the apparatus, and e is the 

quantum efficiency of the photo-cathode. 

Since the length of the apparatus is 3m, 	ust be lO. Then, q, 

from the results given in Sections III and VI of this chapter is 1.25.10. 

Hence, tnere is only one photon per fringe every 60 transit times. 

Though the coherence 1 E:nlLn of the photons is much longer than the 

ienn 	of ne a parous 	10 Kt), the arcjument is nonetheless valid, 

elnca 

 

the phc on:; 	nh oe U1 	 in the laser cavity, and 

the time spent by them actually in the interferometer is just the transit 

time 't,.. 

Hence, it las been soown that a single photonincident on a scatterer 

which occupies only one of two positions can nonetheless snow interference 

in its probability distirbution. 

VI. POSSIBLE •4PPLIC.TIONS 

This kind of interferometer could be used to measure elactro-optic 

constants at high frequencies (i.e. at constant strain). 

In Section II of this chapter, it was shown that the amplitude of the 

applied electric field could be founb by measuring the variation of the 
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visibility of the fringes as the orientation of the light beams is ue.ried. 

The curve obtained depends on the electric field amplitude, and also on 

t. e value of tee electro-optic constant of the crystal. If the electric 

field is known, tbe alectro-optic constant can be found from the curve. 

As an example, the constant r41  for ADP is not known. It has been 

shown by a further modification of the program that if an alternating 

electric field is applied in the x-direction, and the two beams are 

symmetrically oriented about the y-axis, anc are rotated about the x-axis, 

then the visibility variation is as shLwn in Fig.(5.6) for tnree values of 

r41E. It should be noted that the maximum angle made by the optic axis 

with the z-axis for a given electric field amplitude is a lot less than 

for a field applied in the z-direction, if r, 	r. The effect is 

significant only for waves making angles of the same order, o less than 

the angle made by the optic axis with respect to the z-axis. Hence, the 

angle between the beams would have to be reduced. This could be done by 

using a lens of longer focal length, and also using a lower modulation 

frequency (lOhHz) so that a higher electric field amplitude could be used. 

Another application of the interference of modulated light beams 

is to the measurement of the velocity of light. The interferogram has 

maxima and minima, and the separation L of the maxima (say) in terms of 

the increase in path difference from one to the next, is simply the distri-

bution travelled by the light in one perion T of the modulation. The 

velocity of light is then given by c L. The length measurement can be 
T 

made in terms of fringes which can be directly compared with a length 

standard. The time measurement is made by means of a frequency standard. 

It should thus he possible to measure the velocity of light to the accuracy 

of the length standard, this being the less accurate of the two. 
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APP3DIX I 

E.k.C.C. IMP(AA) COMPILER RELEASE 5 VERSION 7 DATED 15/10/70 

%DFGIN 
3P F L s L  NH 
%REAL A,C,,Z,L,M,D,PX,PY,UA,QY 
%RrAL 
%REAL A,MEANINI,MEANCORR 
%PEAL FIELD 
%1NTE('E 	I ,J.K,-i,A 
%RFALARRAY DEL (11'), PHASE (12),LL(12),MM(I?),INT(13'4),C0RR(IL 
%PEALARAY AD(I:2) 
%REALARAY OELTA(I:3) 
pRINTsTIN1;('vISIIL1TY CALCULATION') 
NELINE 
READ (A) Rt AD () READ (C) ;REAU w) ;RLAD ( Z) 

W = 6 • 2 3 C / 
,,CYCLE J=I,i,3 
PEi\t).UrLTA(J) 

9REEA I 
1:PEAu(A);TF X9TH[NSTOP 
PR I NT (A 2 1)) 

READ (LL (1)); READ (M (fl) 

LL (1) =LL (1) .00e I  ;M (1)  =MM (1) .0001 
LL (2) =MM( I) MM  (2) =LL ( H 
PRINT (LL(I) .0 ,5) P f?INT (Mk( 1) ,O, 5) ;SPACES (4) 

%CYCLE 1=1,1,3 
NEiLINE; Sr-ACES (3) 

PRINT (DELIA(I) ,j,q) 
%CYCL J=1111)19 

DEL (J) =S 1!\l (3, 141h* (20-2*J) /36) *DELTA (I) 
D=JEL (J) 
%CYCLE  
L=LL()  

4A1+A*D*  

+ (tE (L**2+M*2) 

LA4=(AA+d+S)rT ( (AP_)2+1+ CC**2) ) /2 
NORM=SRT (CC**2+ (A—L4M) **2) 
IF NOP1<1oJ-11+ 9T -1ENsTAPr 
D 11 = 0 ( 1 2 = I 

F I N1SHAELSE START 
0I1=CC/'DkM;D1?=(AA—LAM)/14OkM 

*F I NISH 
FAC=SRt  
L7 	(...M*(j 	+L*i\()1?) /FAC 
MA.(L*fl1+i*N*UI2)/FAC 
NX—D1 ?*F AC 
LY— 	 1) /FiC 
ry= (LLJ 12—  i*r 	l I.) /FAC 
NY1 1*FAC 

S5JRI (4*(i+U)*L+A*(1_0)MY2+H*NY2) 



Po=SIRT ( (l_L*  (L+ri) ) 	2+ ( i- 	(L+M) ) **+ (N*(L+M) )**2) 
Ou=R I ( (l — L* (L — fr) ) **2+ (1+M* (L—M) ) **i+ (N*(L_M) ) **) 
PX 	( (l_L* (L+r)  )*LX+ ( l—r1 (L+M) ) MX_N* (L+M) - NX) /IeO 
QA= ( ( l —L (L—M) ) *L— ( 1+1 (L-1) ) MX—N" (L—ri) *N A) /uO 
Pri1SE (pc) 	Z* • 1* ((l/P) - ( 1/5) )/ (C*N) 

AU (iK) As1P*SIN (PhASE (K) ) 
Rt Pt I 

Ci1P- k (J) =AD ( 1 ) *At)(?) 
INT (J) =Ai) (i) ** 

% RE F. /A T 
MEANINT(1NT(l)+INT(19))/2 

%CYCL J=?,l,lb 
MtA\JINT=AEANINT+INT(J) 

%RFPtA 
MEANCO-(COPP(j)+CURP(19))/2 

%CYCLF. J=29191/3 
ME/NCO=iEANCOkP+CUPk (J) 

% t-  EE AT 
PRINT ( ANCORR/AEAN INT, 1, 4) 

9AR[PEAI 
NEW LINE S P  ACES (3) 
—>1 
% EN 1) OF P 0 (, R M 



.E.FLN0IX II 

To find the directions of the bisectors of the angles between two 

lines whose directions are given. 

The equations of ths two lines are y = m1x+c1, y = m2x+c2. Any 

point such as P(x,y) (Fig.II.I) is equidistant fro the two lines. These 

distancs PR and P5 are given ay 

pg 	m, x — 	 x - 	c. 

Fr —+M— 	
JI-fr 

The loci of ai juins buLi 	 - v 

- '1 -i. C1 	 . 	W2)( - '1 

Jt + vufl. 

w h o r o th two sina occur ocauv 	vLuHrv roots cn :-:o no:afiue or 

positive. These equations are the equations of two straight lines, which 

are the bisectors of the angles between L1  and L2. The equations may be 

writ Len 

x(rn 1 JTç 	TTh) - 	JTT 	 - 	- 

The slopes of the two lines are 

—. Jr- 	 Vv,1 l- Vr 

= 	-'i- 	J' 
	

l4z l -t 

- 	 4. Vv\1  

It ir n-cvSevvy 	 uiicv o 	rl:pve over -3fvnts Co 

bisector 8, and whichto 32. This is done as follows. 

The slopes of all toe lines are unaffected by transformation of the 



ly 
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origin of tne co-ordinate system, as long as the axes are not rotated. 

The origin can be shifted so that it coincides with the point of inter-

section of L1  and L7. 

The case is first considered where L1  is in the direction of the 

x-axis, i.e. m = 0. The slopes of the bisectors then become 

M 
2. 	 VZ 

It is SLUfl tH:t, 	
2 	

1ic_s1;:\J_ o: 	 L is 

positive and N is always negaive. Hence the bisector of slope N 

always lies in the first and third quadrant, and the bisector of slope N 

always lies in the second and fourth quadrant. 

This determines which slope corresponds to which bisector in this 

particular case, and can be used to do the same thing for the general 

case, as follows. 

Neither of the lines now coincides witn the x-axis (Fig.(II.2)). 

The origin of the co-ordinate system is again shifteri so that it coincides 

with toe point of intersection of the two lines. 

The slopes of the. bisectors are given by eq.(II.I). The co-ordinate 

system is rotated so that the slope of L1  is zero and the slope of L2 
 = 1 

The slopes of the bisectors in the rotated system are piven by 

M. 
VV1 	 ' 	

11.3 

In 	: sass ure m1  4 m, it can as soown that tao: bisector of 

slope N1  is tIC bisector of slope lvi, and when m1  > m2  it is the bisector 

of slope N. This is seen as follows. 
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Ito cost- it first taton wnwru rn < m. To bisector of slope 
1 	2 	 + 

in the rotated system has slope fl*  in the unrotated system where they 

rt ro1 

Mt  
M4- MI 

s iilc w 

M. 

r vt 	 '-+ 0 

where the anql 	Ibo: -- 	own in Fig .11 .b. 

It i- sbfl ti 	02. 	-6, 	lSflCB 

= 
1 -I-  VtiVVl 2. 

F. 	bui- it SLl t.O- JtO tL-.(JI.t;, 

- 	-I-  VA, M. - 

W 1 .t- YVt._ 

- 	 __l 	
i 	 u ais-cotco Ii slope Ii lies in on-: first quadrant of th rotated 

system. Since m, 	m 2 , this bisector must be the bisector of the angle 

through tho x-axis do-s not pass. 

When m1 	o, the bisector of slope M in the rotated system has 

slope 	iu to-. L.lnrotated system, and these are related by 

- 	r-OL Vl . 	 M - 

= ravi 	 - 91 - 

where the antlos :: s.-,own in Fig.11.4. 

In this cast 02 = 	- 9,. , so that 

yy 	VII - M. 
I -+ M, l41 

When this relationship, and that of eq.(II.2) are suostituted into 

eq.(II.4), that equation becomes 
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vv\I  + YV'i- 

T.. iococ 	 1i•:s in 	fir3t ouadrant or th rota:ed 

system. Since m1  > m2, this bisector of slope t1* must be the bisector 

of the angle through which the x-axis does pass. 

Hence, the bisector of slope Ii is the bisector of th angle contain-

ing tho x-axis, and the bisector of slope 11 is thE bisector of thE angle 

which does not contain the x-axis. 
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BEAMI =ObEAM? =0 
%CYCLE J=I,1,2 
%CYCL K1,1,2 
L=LL(J,r\) ;=.(J,c) 
N=SORi  

BB=( (N**) *4) + (AD*(L**2_M**?) * (Nd) / (L*2+M**2) ) + (6*(L**2+M**2) 

CC=2*A*L*1*N*0/ (L- 2+M2) 
LAMO • 	(AA+-i+SQPJ ( (AA—hh) **2+4*CC**2) 
N0RMSk1 (CC**2+(AA_LM)**2) 

%IF NORM<Ia-11+ THENSTART 
Q 11=0  ; ) £ 2 I 
% FIN I SO ELSE TART 
O11=CC/U112(AA—LAM)/N0kM 
%FINISrI 
FAC=SR1(L**2+M**2) 
LX (_i*I j+L*Nj2)/FAC 
MX= (L*U11+*N*U1?>/lAC 
NX=_012*FAC 
LY_(1c±L*N*I1)/AC 
MY= (L*o)1 _j*N*(,) 11) /FA(' 
NY=()lI*FAC 
S=SQP1(A*(1+ D)*LY.2~A*(1_D)*MY**2j***4) 

R=SORI (i* (I +D) *Lx**2+A* (1—D) *MX. +b*NX**2) 

PHASE(K)=N*L*((1/R)_(1/S))/(CN) 
PO=SQPT ( (1—L(L+M) )?+ (1_M*(L+M) )**2+ (N*(L+M))**?) 

QO=SQRT ( (1—L (L— ,vi) ) 	?+ (j+M* (L—M) ) **+ (N (L—M) ) **) 

P X =% C 
((i_L*(L+))*LX+(1_M*(L+M))*MA_+MN'PO 

QX= ( (1L* (L- 4) ) LX— (i +M* (L—M) ) *MX—N (L-1) *NX) /PO 

AD(K)=PA*)X 

%REPEAT 
BEAM 1= citA1+AD(1)*SIN(P5E(12) 
BEAM2=irAr2+AD(2) *SIN (PHASE (2) /2) 

% REPEAT 
IN1 (I)mEAI**2 
CORR (1) btAM1*EAM2 
%REPEAT 
MEAN INT(1NI(1)INT(19) )/2 

%CYCLE I=241,1.3 
MEANINTMEANINT+INT(I) 
R Pt. A1 

MEANCU 	(CORP (1) +CORP (19) ) /2 

%CYCLE  
MEANCCkRLANCOR+CORP (I) 
% r< E P F AT 

PRiNT (MEJ\NCORR/MEANINT,1,4) 

RE P A I 
NEWLINE;SPACES(3) 
—>1 
%ENDOFPW(RAM 



APPEITDIX III 

E.R.C.C. IMP(M) COMPILER RELEASE 5 VERSION 7 DATED 15/10/70 

%BEGIN 
% REALS LUNG 
%REAL A9bC9w,L,L,M,N,P,Q,Q1I 0129LA,MX,NX,LY,MY,R,S 
%REAL 0,NY,PX,PY9Q.,9QY,FAC,H[AM1 ,hEAM? 
%RLAL AA , rDH,CC ,LAi NORM ,PO, UO F, G 
%REAL ME rdNf,MEANCQRP,VISJL3ILj II 
%REAL FIELD 
%REAL'( DEL(I:19) ,AD(I:2) ,du(1:2) ,DX(1:2) ,DY(1:?) 
%REALARRAY CORR(1:19) 9INT(1:19) 
%REALARRAY 
%REALAR<AY L)ELTA(1:3) 
%INTEG 	H,J,J,K,X 
PRINTSTING('vISJILITy CALC. EFFECT OF DIVERGENCE') 
NEW L I NE 

A=1 /4*;  r I /t**2 

%CYCLE J=1,1,3 
READ(DELTA(J) 

%REPEAT 
l:PEAO ('U;3IF X =9 9THEN%S.1OP 
NEWL INE; H  I Ni (X, 2,0) 
READ (LL ( i i ) ) ;RED (MM (1,1) 

PRINT (LL( 1, 1) , o) ;PRINT (fM (1, 1) 0' 5) 
LL ( 1, 2) Ml( I, I) 
MM (1 	) LL ( I I) 

%CYCLE J=1,1,G 

LL (i+J, 1) =LL (1,1) +G*SIN (F) 
MI-1 (1 +J, 1) AI (1,1) +G*COS (F) 
MM(1+J,2)=LL(1+J,i) 
LL(L+J,?)=MM(1+J,1) 
%RPE I 
rCYCLE J1,116 

M1 (+J, 1) MM (1, 1) +2*G*COS (F) 
LL ('J, 1) =LL (1,1) +2*GSIN (F) 
LL(9+J42)=MM(9+J,1) 
MM(9+J,?) =LL (&3+j,  1) 

%Rt RE £ 
%CYCLE. hZ1,1,3 

NEWLINE; SPAcEs (3) 
Pr<INJ(f)ELTA(rl) ,1,9) 

%CYCLL 1191,I9 
DEL (I) =SIiN (3. IL+16* (i0_2*I)  /3) *DELTA (H) 
D=OEL (I) 



APP] DIX IV 

E..C.C. IMP(AA) CUMPILEH RELEASE 5 VERSION 7 DATED 15/10/70 

3 E GIN 
%PF AL S L UN 
%RE AL A, b, C '. Z 'L , 	D , PX PY 0c 
%R AL N@1 1 
%REAL AMP,MEANINT,MEANCURP 
%INTE(jEr< r,H,[,J,K,X 
%REALARAY 	L(1:51),PHASE(1:) ,LL(1:2) ,MM(I:),INT(1:3L+),cOkp(1:3 
%REALRi 	S15(1:i10,1:2),AVS13(I:+1:) 
%REALLRAy D FLT A(i:3) 
PRINTT<IN1;( 'VISIBILITY CALC.INC.TRANSIT-JIM[ CORR.SIMP') 
NEWLINE 
READ(A);R - A(J(k):pFAu(c);kLAo(w);L.Au(z) 

Wb.2M3*C/w 
9CYCLE J=1,1,3 
READ ( DEL 1 A ( j) 
%REE41 

l:READ.;1F A=99THFNsTOp 

LL (1) =LL (1) *.001 ;MM (1)  
LL(2)=MM(1;(?) =LL (1) 
PRINT( '' 0) 
PRINT (LL ( 1.) ,O, ) ; pINT 	1) , 0, 5) ; SPACES (4) 
%CYCLt. i1913 

NELINE;SPAc[s(j) 
PrINT([ELJA(I) d,9) 

%CYCLt. J1,1,51 

D=UEL (J) 
%CYCLE =1i? 
L=LL(Jc. ;M=MM(K) 

N=S@RT (1_L*?_M**2) 
AM=A+A*D*  

+ (b*(L**?+M**2) 

LA ( + + 	I AA.Bh)**2+4*CC**2) 12 
NURM=S@Rj (CC**2+ (AA-LAM) 
%IF NOR'1<I:rJ-14 THLNSTRT 

@11=0; (J 12=1 
INISH4c[L5ESTAPT 
@1 1=CC/NORM ; @12= (Ak-LAM) /NUkM 

%1N1SH 
FACSQR1  
L(-M1 I+L*N*O1?) /FAC 

LY=-(12+L*N011),FAC 
MY (L*UI2_1*N*@J 1) /AC 
NYC)11EAC 
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RS(RT (A* (1 +iJ) *L X**2+A* ( 1—U) *MX**2+(\IX2) 

S=SURT (A* (10)  *LY 	2+A (i—U) 
Pu=sUPT ( ( t—L (I+1) ) *** (I 	(L+M) ) 	(N (L+M) ) **) 

u,= ( (1—L (L—fl) ) *LX— (1+M* (L—M) ) 	A—N (L—Ni) *NX) /QO 
PASE(K)=*Z4.i*((1/<)(1/5))/(C*N) 

AMP =P* 
SIG(J,K)P*SIN(Pt1A5E()) 

%Qr PEA I 

9; P F. EAT 
%CYCLE c=1,I,2 

CYCLE J=91,101 
SIC(J,K)SIG(1O2—J,) 

* RE P E Al 
*CYCLE J=119 
SIG(101+J,K)S11,(J+19K) 
RE P E A I 

%CYCLE J1,1134 
%CYCLE K19192 
AV"I(-(J,K) 0H3*J2 
9;CYCLE E=1110 
AVI(,(J,K)AVSIG(J,P)+SIG(HEiK) 

Nt. - AT 
9; P P  E Al 
CORR (J) =AVSI(J U *AVSIG (J,) 
INT(J)A\/SIG(J,1)**2 
RE PE AT 

MEAN I'T= ( I'iI (1) + INT (34) ) /2 
%CYCLE J=29193 
ML.ANITMEAN TNT + INT-( J) 

MEANCOR(CUPR(1)+CUPP(3'-+))/2 
%CYCLE J=?9i933 
MEANCUR1EANCUNR+COPk (J) 

%RE-EAT 
PP TNT (;LANCOPR/NiEAN TNT, 1, 4) 

NEwLTE; SACES (:3) 

—>1 
9; EN DOE P r(O GRAM 


